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In compliance with Resolution XV approved at the 61st Executive

Committee Meeting and Resolution XXVIII of the XIX Directing Council,

the Director is pleased to submit the attached document covering "A

Survey of Basic Health Legislation in the Americas Issued during the

Last Twenty Years (1948-1968)," which contains a general description of

the system of standards in effect in fields normally considered to be
related to health, in the following countries:

Antigua, Argentina, Barbados, Bolivia, Brazil, Canada, Chile,

Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, E1 Salvador,

Guatemala, Guyana, Haiti, Honduras, Jamaica, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama,

Paraguay, Peru, Surinam, Trinidad and Tobago, United States of America,

Uruguay and Venezuela.

This paper is divided into two parts, the first of which reviews

pertinent materials from Latin American countries, and the second covers

legislative materials relating to Antigua, Barbados, Canada, Guyana,

Jamaica, Surinam, Trinidad and Tobago and the United States of America.

For countries with a federal constitution, the central level

was the main one covered, without overlooking the need also to review

-_ local legislation available in relation to which comments or quotations
_ are attached as appropriate.

The document covers the main aspects of areas of legislation ofconcern to us in a succinct and graphic manner in order to give us a

general picture of existing legislation, indicating the main lines that
are most commonly found and their most noteworthy characteristics, in this

way gathering together a collection of data which will make it possible to

carry out subsequent studies on topics of special interest to the Organization
and especially in the discussion of the basis and content of a Pan American
Health Code.

Annex
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INTRODUCTION

Health legislation in the countries of the Americas is a matter of

increasing interest for various reasons, including the great importance being

attributed to the health of the population and its direct relationship to

the economic development of a country; the substantial increase in govern-

ment health programs and the consequent establishment of complex and special-

- ized health agencies endowed with significant authority; and the tendency
of economic integration to require the harmonization of positive law in

certain fields among countries linked by geographic proximity or common
interests.

It is possible that the same considerations may be leading the legal

profession to give more attention to health legislation and to extend its

interest to the many and varied aspects of this vast regulatory field and

their nature and identity. This trend is reflected in the existence of

theses on the subject presented by candidates for a law degree or a licentiate

in law, by articles and special papers submitted to international conferences,

and by compilations prepared by lawyers from various countries under the
sponsorship of national or international organizations.

The Pan American Health Organization has, for its part, supported

the efforts of certain governments to review and bring up to date the

legislation governing the activities and specific programs of their minis-

tries, departments, or institutions responsible for health activities.

It has also encourage discussion of the topic "health legislation and the

right to health", with particular emphasis on its relationship to and

influence on the relative speed or difficulty with which action is taken
in the field.

All this has led to an initial stage of discussion in which criti-

cism is leveled against such conditions as "the inadequacy of existing

legislation", the "lack of a flexible legal framework for action or the

existence of extreme resistance to change", and "excess of legislation

and regnlatory disorder". A number of theoretical and practical problems,
both procedural and substantive, have been raised, including some more

closely related to the effectiveness of administrative performance than
to the legal framework involved.

The formulation of "health legislation as a separate branch of law"

has been proposed, in view of the fact that health law has traditionally

been classified as a part of administrative law notwithstanding its having

achieved an identity of its own which would justify separate treatment.

In the absence of any means that would make it possible to take

stock of the relevant laws and regulations, assess their positive and

negative features (the latter as seen from opposing sides), and determine

whether the problems raised were equally applicable to all countries and
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whether there were uniform standards that might serve as a useful basis

for the Pan American Sanitary Code which the times demand, the Directing

Council, in Resolution XXIII called for a first attempt to prepare a

general survey of health legislation and regulations issued during the

last twenty years.

1. OBJECTIVES

The objectives of this paper are:

1ol To present an orderly arrangement of the basic laws and

regulations dealing with matters directly and specifically
related to individual and collective health which are

generally identified as such by the countries of the Americas

and whose administration is generally made a responsibility
of the ministries or other public institutions in charge of
health activities.

1o2 To present a brief and, to the extent possible, graphic

description of the status of this legislation, the questions

which have held the attention of legislators during these last

twenty years, the priority assigned to these questions, and

any observable trends or regular patterns.

1.3 To determine to what extent the uniform policies observed might,

once discussed, serve as a basis for the new Pan American

Sanitary Code.

1.4 To promote a review of legal material in each country in order

to fill the gaps in the information already collected.

1.5 To encourage research and arouse the interest of the legal
profession in this field and facilitate the collection of

material for the future preparation of comparative studies

dealing in depth with particular aspects.

1.6 To determine to what extent the available sources of

dissemination and information are operating effectively to

facilitate a knowledge of this body of legislation.

2. METHODOLOGY

2.1 Countries

The legislation of the following countries is included in the study:
Antigua, Argentina, Barbados, Bolivia, Brazil, Canada, Chile, Colombia,

Costa Rica, Cuba, the Dominican Republic, Ecuador, E1 Salvador, Guatemala,

Guyana, Haiti, Honduras, Jamaica, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Peru,

Surinam, Trinidad and Tobago, the United States of America, Uruguay and
Venezuela.

2.2 Legal Documents

The following types of basic legal material were considered for the

purpose of the survey:
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,'_'''b, .,Th__u61'i%'lheialt_i_%f's_'_t_ :d_e _6_ :_e'al'th'law

-'__'d,._+a_s'_ ¥e_gulCaTio_ns;'or regulatory' dec_l_s _6n specific matters

'.''_:'__d_r_g'_l-y_e'la_e_'_cr ind'iViduA1 _b_'public health
._'t_[ ,,, { ] ,_, ,' }

d. The relevant provisions of Penal Codes

a,',,Co_s,t_ut_o_a'I.-Provisions _ -,, _,,_,.,l,

Included in the tables herein are constitutional provisions in

which specific mention is made of indi%_dua%' o_ phblih health or of
activities directly related thereto, or which specify the government

agencie_ :t'o_'k_h_dh¥esponsibility or 'jdr_sdlht_bn _%n t_is field is assigned.

b. Public I{_althor Sanitary Code or _eal_ Law' "

Be_,_use_of their importance _,-_ll_pu_t_'4_e_Ith codes or laws or

general ordinances were listed, including those promulgated before 1948;

however, the compilation of provisions imposing mandatory rules on indi-

viduals is based on those that were promulgated after 1948.

c. Laws, ,Reg_latfOns'_or Regulato_ b_d_e_ _on _'&dific Matters Directly

R_lated _t_ Indzvidual or Public _d_%th _ _'_:'/ f "'_

_Tbe sel'_c't_ion_o'flegal 'and regula_'_'_ '_6%_ehts to 6e classified
under the heading of "health legislation'_,_%_'fire'd_so_e discussion and

was _ased on_rking!ctiterla which {¢_r_:J_6bit-leB'_-a_.bitraryto some extent.

It should be kept in _mi?idthat _he[_e_t_6_¢:_'_l_h and the identifi-

cation of the_health_Seclor has und_er'go_bs_Ahti-At changes in recent
years and that no consensus appears t6 h_V_ _ee_ re_dhed by the medzcal

profession, administrators and men of government concerning the component

of this social and institutional complex. This phenomenon is apparent in

the legislation reviewed, for, as discussed be_o_r_:tRe various countries

show considerable differences in the terminology they use and in their

criteria _for in'cluding'or excluding _A_i_a_ _m_tt_ers in their legal docu-

ments identified a_ pertaining to h_aith o_'sanitation, as well as in their

administrative arrangements for the assignment of responsibilities. However,
since there are consistent inclusions and exclusions and noticeable trends

both in the consideration of matt_rs_as '_ " 'pertamnmng to health and in the

assignment of administrative jurisdiction, it was possible to agree on the

inclusion of the following types of material: laws and regulations recog-

nized and identified in the documents as pertaining to health or sanitation;
legislation dealing with the provision of services or the performance of

activities related to the recovery and restoration of individual health;

those regulating the organization of the medical and allied professions,

and their cooperation, and the supervision of their activities; and those

establishing public, semipublic or private organizations or institutions

and assigning to them, or authorizing them to carry out, responsibilities

involving the rendering of services or the performance of activities

specifically identified as pertaining to health or provided for in the

legislative documents mentioned above, or to exercise powers of public
health control or inspection.
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Provisions which, while definitely related to health, are only

incidentally included in laws or regulations dealing with other matters

(ioe._ pension regulations, patent and trademark laws) were not taken

_nto account, Also omitted were those provisions which are only indi-

rectly related to health (i.e., social security or private insurance

legislation) and which are essentially means of providing financial re-
sources for health activities.

For countries with a federal form of government, only the federal

level was considered, although certain state or provincial legislation

may be referred to or listed to the extent that information is available.

d. Relevant provisions of Penal Codes

In penal matters, consideration was given to penal provisions of

health laws and to acts regarded in existing penal codes as offenses

against public health or public security. The purpose here was to deter-

mine the correlation between the laws establishing compulsory rules in
the field of health and those that establish penalties for deviations
from those rules.

2.3 Period

The survey was based on the laws and regulations issued during

the period 1948-1968 because it was felt that most of the matters with

which these dealt would probably have been subject to innovation and

change over that period and that the compulsory rules adopted would

necessarily reflect such change. The omission of a country from a given

table means that no laws or regulations on the matter in question have

been issued in that country or that those in effect were issued pri0r to

1948 and have qot been subject to substantial chan_es. Where any such
changes had been made they would, of course, be listed in the appropriate
table.

2.4 Collection of Material

The working material was gathered from collections of official

dailies and other compilations available in the libraries of the
following organizations:

Pan American Health Organization
%

Organization of American States

UnitedStatesCongress

United States Department of Health, Education and Welfare

Embassies of Canada, Chile and Venezuela

Collections of laws and decrees in the technical offices of the

Pan American Healtk Organization

Private collections
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This material was supplemented by means of documents received
directly from certain countries.

A card index consisting of 3,119 cards, arranged by countries

and subjects, was prepared, and the International Health Di_est, a
publication of the World Health Organization, as well as the legislative

index of the Latin American Law Section of the United States Library of

Congress, were used as guides for a partial revision of the material.

3. SURVEY OF BASIC LEGISLATION

3.1 Constitutional provisions

Most of the constitutions of the countries included in this survey

contain references to health. The subject is mentioned either directly and
specifically or indirectly and in relation to other matters such as social

security or labor lawo References vary from the health of the individual

to that of the population or a given group.

A variety of terms are used to denote a single concept; the most

recent constitutions undoubtedly tend to employ the term "health" in a

more inclusive sense reflecting the concept currently prevailing in the
medical profession, particularly among medical administrators. The

change in terminology and the alternate use of the words "salud", "salud

p_blica", "salubridad p_blica", and "sanidad" are signs of the changing
concepts of health in recent years but also reveal a lack of consensus

regarding the definition, equivalency and scope of meaning of terms
which are presumably technical.

The constitutions discussed herein may generally be said to range
from those in which no specific mention of individual or public health is
made (Argentina and the United States) to those which include a more or

less structured and abundanf group of provisions.

Those provisions that refer specifically to "salud", "salubridad",

or "sanidad p_blica" can be grouped by content as follows:

ao Those that proclaim, recognize or include individual health or

the right to its protection, preservation and restoration, or

certain related individual rights, as a fundamental guarantee
or right of the individual;

b. Those that proclaim or include health, its protection, preser-

vation and recovery as a social right or a matter of collective
publicinterest;

c. Those that assign compulsory regulatory power in this field to
the State, supplemented by those that permit the relevant funda-

mental guarantees or rights of the individual to be restricted

or suspended in the interest of public health or safety;

do Those that provide for the organization of the public health

function or service and which recognize or, in some cases,

specify the public organizations to operate in this field,

whether or not they indicate their responsibilities and compo-
sition, as well as certain features of the status of their

personnel;
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e. Those that impose specific personal obligations in the interest

of collective health or that of certain groups of persons.

The distribution of these categories in the constitutions of the

countries mentioned above is rather uneven, with most of the constitutions

including only some of them. (TABLE 1)

a. Inclusion of the "Right to Health" or to a "State of Health" as an

IndividualRightor _uarantee

As will be noted in Table 1, certain constitutions specifically

include the "right to health" or to its "preservation, protection and

recovery" as a right guaranteed to the individual or to certain groups,
while in others the reference in the title or chapter on individual or

fundamental guarantees or rights is not to these as such but to the

responsibility vested in the State or in particular agencies to see that

the health of the population or health conditions in the countries are

safeguarded. A third group of constitutions includes among these guarantees

or rights certain partial aspects of health, generally its "protection",

or recognizes the right to special services, benefits or guarantees related

to the work situation of the person for whom these rights are intended.

Finally, in other constitutions the right to health appears to be included

in broader and nonspecific categories such as "the rights inherent to life"

or "the right to personal safety or integrity"° (TABLE 1, No. 1)

b. Health Recognized as a Social Right or a Matter of Public Interest_ or

Included within the Chapter on Social Rights

The "right to health or to its preservation, protection and recovery"

is included expressly and specifically in certain constitutions, although
in most of them the mention of this matter is more inclusive and detailed

in the titles or chapter? on the obligations of the State or of special
agencies in this field than in those on personal guarantees. In still other

constitutions provisions on partial aspects of health and on the work situ-

ation of individuals are included along with other matters or by themselves

in the former titles or chapters. (TABLE 1, Noo 2)

c. Recognition of the Powers and Authority of the State in the Field of
Health

The role of the State in matters of health is considered in very

diverseways in the constitutionsdiscussedherein.

In some cases it is covered by general and inclusive statements,

while in others it is mentioned specifically and defined in detail in the

assignment of legislative or executive functions in this field.

These provisions, supplemented by the ones that permit the curtail-

ment of individual guarantees or rights in the interest of public health

and those that impose obligations on the individual, also in the public

interest, are the legal basis for compulsory public health action (under-

stood as the recognized authority of the State to place legal conditions
on individual rights in the public interest by imposing obligations which
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are enforceable by compulsory action); they are also the basis for the

provision of public health services by means of which the population is
assured permanent and continuing attention which is universal, compulsory

and, depending on the government's policy in this regard, more or less
inclusive.

The framers of some constitutions apparently felt the need to

, include provisions recognizing or providing for the establishment of
organizations to which health functions are assigned with varying de-

grees of explicitness, including certain cases in which the nature of
their organization is indicated along with their degree of autonomy

and their constituent elements, a situation which, while strengthening

the status of these organizations, also renders it difficult to alter
or eliminate them.

Some constitutions include provisions recognizing special adminis-

trative rights or guarantees of the entire staff or certain officials of

organizations providing health services, in view of the nature of their

functions. (TABLE 1, Nos. 3 and 4)

d. Restriction of Fundamental Individual Guarantees or Rights

In most of the constitutions examined, the exercise of the

basic individual guarantees or rights is subordinated to the requirements

or demands of public health, which are considered paramount. The authority

conferred on the State to legislate restrictions on those rights and to

grant the responsible authorities power and jurisdiction to curtail those

rights encompasses special situations (epidemics and the like) or the nor-

mal conduct of social or individual activities. The explicit mention of

the individual guarantee that can be limited or temporarily suspended in
the interest of public health is restricted to one or two fundamental

rights in some constitutions but is spelled out in greater detail in

others. (TABLE 1, No. 5)

e. Individual Obligations

The recognition of health as a resource which it is in the public

interest to foster and marshal is strengthened in certain of the more

recent constitutions by the inclusion of provisions establishing specific

personal obligations which entail the observance of measures imposed by

the sanitary authorities: avoiding action that will impair the health of

the individual concerned or of his group; and/or providing a healthful
working environment and conditions when in charge of a management situation.

(TABLE 1, No. 6)

Summary

The prevailing trends emerging from the content of the constitutional
provisions specifically relating to health are the following:

1o Specific and gradual recognition of health matters in constitu-

tional texts, with health considered equal in importance to

employment and education°
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2. Explicit recognition of individual and collective health as

a social resource, and its inclusion among the social rights.

3. Imposition of specific individual obligations in the interest

of personal and collective health, and more comprehensive,
although still incomplete, legal recognition of the principle

of restricting individual guarantees in response to requirements,

demands or emergencies of public or collective health°

4. Recognition of the public health service and function, and a
wider role for the State.

5. Policy centralization at the nationwide level, either absolute

or restricted to certain matters, in most of the countries with
a federal structure°

6. Increasing use of expressions derived from the vocabulary of

medical administration, such as: "the right to the state of

health" and "the right to the preservation, protection and
restoration of health".

3.2 Special Health Legislation and Regulation

3.2.1 General

3.2.1.1 Volume

Any researcher will be impressed with the considerable volume of

the basic legislation in effect in this field, although the actual volume

varies from country to country. The considerable scope of this legislation

is the result, mainly, of: (1) the increasing number o_ substantive facets

covered by these laws; and (2) the apparent lack of a consistent methodology

in the system of legislation. Actually, the multiplication of legal pro-
visions in this broad area of activity stems from the way it is regulated.

Some countries have no code nor law containing basic general principles and,

therefore, a special law and its regulations must be issued to cover each

case and each matter, while others do have a public health code but have

issued partial regulations, consisting at times of two articles, with no

subsequent consolidation, or the code is inadequate in content and is largely

a "framework law" requiring the issuance of regualtions not only for its
application but also to fill in the gaps in each matter°

The already sizeable pool of legislation is enlarged by innumerable

and makeshift partial amendments which in certain cases are repealed or

superseded by new provisions before they have been in effect for six months°

Many Latin American countries (perhaps because of this accumulative

volume) have adopted the system of tacit repeal in which a new law or

regulation specifies that "any conflicting provisions of earlier laws are

hereby repealed". As a result of this, such compilations as do exist include

laws or decrees of which only a part, consisting at times of one or two

articles, is still in effect, or earlier texts concerning which there is
no certainty as to how much of them is still in force° Because of this

circumstance, some countries have laws still in effect which go back to
as far as 1890.
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In the federal countries, while there is now an observable trend

toward the establishment of uniform basic policies or the establishment
of standards at the national level for matters considered important, the

general rule is that the different levels of political organization, even
though adhering to those policies or basic standards, repeat the same

legislation with local variations of detail that do not seem to respond to

any essential technical need.

3.2ol.2 Systematization of Legal Material

The system of consolidating provision in such a way as to repeal

the older one and of maintaining orderly current compilations, while

typical of Canada and the United States, does not appear to have been

frequently used in the Latin American countries during the period under
review (1948-1968). In any event, gaining an understanding of these

laws is a complicated matter for the layman or even for the lawyer who

is not a specialist in this field. Indeed, in some countries it is

almost impossible to give a total and orderly account of the matter.

This difficulty becomes even greater, as noted above, to the extent that

a country's health functions are dispersed, particularly if the problem is

not reduced by at least a centralization of policy-making activities in
this field.

3o2.1.3 Sources of Information and Dissemination

There are very few countries in the Americas that maintain up-
to-date compilations of this vast legislation which are accessible to

the public or even to the officials responsible for providing services
and enforcing the laws. Although every country has an official publication

(official daily or gazette) in which its laws or regulations must be

published to have the force of law, and although some ministries, health

services or professional associations publish the latest legal developments,

it is unusual to find systematic compilations such as those available for

civil law, tax law, labor law and other areas of legislation.

The systematic compilations that exist are the result of the interest

of certain specialized publishing houses or of theses written by candidates

for the degree of licentiate in law and are not (at least within the period

under review) the result of a continuing activity of information services

of the official health agency, nor were they issued by agencies specializing

in such publications. The few that do exist were promoted by the respective
health services. (TABLE 2)

Local law in the federally organized Latin American countries is
difficult to compile because there are no accessible compilations of state,

provincial and municipal health legislation. As a general rule the more

recent compilations and the national publications, as well as those spon-

sored by international organizations, devote sole or preferential attention
to the federal level.

3.2.1.4 Teaching Materials

The search for information makes it necessary to locate much data

as may be contained in university teaching materials_
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Up to now, and for understandable reasons_ this legislation has

been theoretically included for instructional purposes in materials dealing

with public and administrative law, as most of the provisions of the basic
documents are meant to establish the structure of state and municipal
services and autonomous institutions with related or similar functions and

to regulate the activities of their staff by defining their functions, respon-

sibility and authority with respect to different matters. Some health codes

and special laws also include details on the status of the personnel°

Writers on administrative law are not concerned with the specialized

fields of knowledge to which the provisions of law refer or with their

vast content as such; they are concerned, rather, with the legal aspects

of public health activities, with matters such as the constitutionality of
the relevant legislative and executive acts and with the ways in which

the conferring of special powers on a public agency or agencies for the
protection of public health is likely to affect the system of checks and

balances between the three branches of government or the life of the

citizenry.

The study, discussion and identification of that substantial body

of specialized law which today imposes restrictions on important areas of
production, industry and trade, which regulates a number of activities in

the interest of providing healthful work and housing conditions and proper

recreation, which seeks to ensure adequate quantitative and qualitative

levels in the provision of public and private medical care and in many
other social endeavors, does not appear to be receiving priority considera-

tion or proportionate attention either in the textbooks or in the hourly

apportionment of curricula and can therefore hardly be said to be duly

transmitted to students at the university level except in a few more or
less recent cases where national or international institutes have been set

up as separate entities or as units attached to universities, mainly to

' schools of public health.

3.2.2 Special Procedural or Substantive Considerations

The multifaceted content of this legislation_ which regulates the

widest variety of social, individual, public or private activities, is

a definite indication of the extent to which the scope of its jurisdiction

has extended during the period under review as a result of:

a. The advance and growth of scientific and technical knowledge in
medicine and allied fields and the active intervention of other

disciplines and activities in the solution of problems relating

to individual and group health.

bo Rapid change and expansion in certain economic and social activ-

ities having direct implications for the health of the population.

c. Considerable change in governmental policies for dealing with

the problems involved; redefinitions sought by the medical pro-

fession; appreciable modification and expansion of bureaucratic
structures responsible for the provision of preventive and/or

curative services to the population; and a much more inclusive
identification of functions attributed to the "health sector 'v.
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d. The expanded role of the State as a regulator and controller

of actions, conditions and situations and of means and results

of social or private activities influencing or bearing directly
on group or individual health.

A considerable predominance of the executive branch in the making

of policy in this field - whether by virtue of delegated authority, usurpa-

tion of powers, the exercise of regulatory jurisdiction, or the zeal of

' specialized agencies with specific competence - is evident in all the countries.

The traditional distinctions between the different categories of

legal texts_ especially between laws and decrees, based on the degree of

generality, importance and specificity of the matters dealt with, have

been largely blurred by the detailed regulatory provisions of some laws,

the tendency of regulations to impinge on policy fields, and/or the system
of "framework laws" in which the law itself contains no substantive pro-

visions and delegates the setting of policies to decrees.

This phenomenon of laws that fail to legislate and are simply an

instrument providing for legislation by way of the regulatory authority

is not confined to Latin American legislation alone, as has been maintained;

it is, in fact, a characteristic of health legislation as a whole and appears

to be a general feature of the current law-making process in many sectors

of social activity , even in the European countriesJ The phenomenon is noted
by Roger Perrot_ who explains it as a result of the growth of increasingly

complex and technical social activities to be regulated, the nature of

which leads the legislators to delegate authority to technical agencies in
the executive branch.

This circumstance is particularly applicable to the health sector,
in which the rules are, or ought to be, based essentially on scientific

or technical considerations and it is the specialized agencies that are

responsible for proposing the substance of a law or issuing the regula-

tory provisions and the subsequent amendments. This system, while pro-

viding a degree of flexibility appropriate to the needs of the health

sector, can result in a proliferation of legal texts unless the process

of amendment and production of such texts is properly held in check by
previous study and suitable methods°

The agency in which this legislative or regulatory activity origi-
nates is generally the Ministry or Department responsible for governmental

operations in the area concerned; as a matter of fact, the authority to
initiate such action is exclusively or predominantly vested in cabinet

departments in most of the countries in the Region.

Depending upon the extent to which the specialized agencies in the

field of health are integrated or the executive regulatory power is cen-

tralized, the legislation which concerns us will deal to a lesser or greater

degree with the legal aspects of national agencies. In countries where the

authority to establish or promote laws or regulations is divided to some

extent or is exercised at various levels (national or local), the volume

of such legislation will be significantly larger.

1
Roger Perrot, Les _l_ments fondamentaux du droit, 1967.
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In matters of health the compulsory juridical rules are usually

set forth in "sanitary", "health", "public health" or "public health

and security" codes, either national or provincial; in general laws or

laws on special matters, codified or uncodified; in municipal ordinances;

and in decisions, rulings, resolutions, orders or instructions issued by

agencies competent in the field.

Various patterns of organization of these juridical rules can be

discerned, depending on the use made of each of these arrangments, the ·

level of the agencies competent to impose the_ and the scope of their

authority. (TABLE 3)

In presenting our material, we shall discuss that for federal

and non-federal countries separately.

3.2.2.1 Federal Countries (Federal Level)

(Argentina, Brazil, Canada, Mexico, United States and Venezuela)

When we discussed constitutional provisions_ we said that the

political charters of Argentina and the United States did not contain

any specific provisions with regard to public or individual health and

that the British North American Charter of 1967 only made partial and

very limited mention of the distribution of powers between the Federal

and provincial levels in this field. (TABLE 1) Consequently, according

to general principles and to the interpretation given by scholars, the

authority which sets standards in this area is usually located at the

local, state or provincial level and, therefore the bulk of the legal

provisions and the authority to administer them is allocated to the

local level. Only exceptionally, in matters that are deemed to be of

international or interstate interest or of a criminal nature, depending

on the country, the power and authority is returned to the federal level,

in many cases only through a flexible interpretation or by extension of

legal precepts.

The political constitutions of Mexico, Brazil and Venezuela refer

specifically to the subject of public and individual health and, in prin-
cipal, favor a distribution of powers between the various agencies in its

political structure which involves: a relative centralization and norma-

lization of the standard-setting authority, generally at the federal level;
the precedence of norms established at this level in this activity over

the local norms, either restrictive or specific in form or just generally
"in matters of general health." Local law is viewed as supplementary and

not as contrary to federal law and federal norms may come to have local

application by agreement, local support or through lack of local legislation. ¥,

In spite of the fact that the constitutionality of normative inter-

vention in Argentina, the United States, Canada and Mexico at the federal

level has been theoretically questioned in legal texts, much progress has

been made these last twenty years and these countries possess a sizeable

body of federal legislation relating to health matters, of course with

different kinds for different topics and with more or less restricted

application.
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Argentina

The Political Constitution of the Argentine Republic, as has been

stated, does not have specific provisions on this subject and according

to postulates contained in legal texts and the country's jurisprudence,

the Federal Government would have jurisdiction only in the federal district

and in the territories where such express delegation would apply, since

there is no express delegation of authority. For their part, the munici-

palities would also have delegated powers in this field which could not
be delegated further.

Nevertheless, based on a broad interpretation of Article 67, No. 16

of the Constitution, which provides that "the National Congress shall pro-

vide for all matters leading to the country's prosperity and the progress

and well being of the provinces," laws of national coverage have been pro-

mulgated on certain subjects.

This activity, the attempts to introduce a national health code and

the tendency to create national departments with special fields of activity
have led certain eminent jurists like Rafael Bielsa 1 to maintain that "the

health policies followed up to this time have been useful but unconstitutional"

since, in his judgement this provision would not empower the national

Parliament or the federal executive to perform such activities. Other

authors, however, recognize that federalism has given up some authority in
the matter and that the theory of eclecticism would tend to provide ade-

quate constitutional justification for this fact. 2

As for special legislation, the Argentine Republic at present com-

bines within its system federal laws on special health topics and their

respective complete or partial regulations with different areas of coverage:

a) coverage of the federal district and of territories with delegated juris-

diction; b) national coverage for specific topics of interstate importance,

including the control of communicable diseases, the regulation of the impor-

tation, production, preparation, distribution and advertising of medicines,
allied products, cosmetics and medical goods intended for trade, and control

over certain chronic diseases, or mental health; c) provincial coverage by
virtue of the fact of specific legal ratification of the province in ques-

tion or of the lack of local legislation. (e.g., national food regulations).

The topics that have been of most concern in legislative activity

and federal regulations are listed in the tables submitted. (TABLE 4
and those following)

Provincial legislation, the outcome of normative local autonomy

'_ in the matter, covers a substantial body of provisions _n various fields
referred to in this paper, with this activity varying, of course, depending

on its age and on legislative and executive tradition on the subject in

1
Rafael Bielsa, Compend_io de derecho administrativo _Compendium of

administrative la_w/, 1957, B.A.
2
Alberto Domfnguez, Polic_a Sanitaria, doctrina, legislaciSn nacional

y provincial /Health policy, national and provincial doctrine and

legislation/, 1946, B.A.
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each province. The provinces of San Juan and E1 Chaco have promulgated
Health Codes which in their content and structure are basically enabling

laws regarding regulatory activity of the executive authority specializing
in health matters.

Brazil

The Brazilian Federal Constitution of 1967 also granted the Union

the authority to carry out health planning and generally to pass legis-

lation on the protection and defense of health, in line with the consti-

tutional provisions of Law 2312 of 3 September 1954, which already favored

general and technical centralization at the national level.

Basic federal health documents in Brazil are: Law 2312, called

general norms for the defense and protection of health, and the Regulation

promulgated under Decree 49974-A of January 1961 under the title of National
Health Code.

Law 2312 of 1954 declares that general norms for the protection

and defense of health issued by the Union are compulsory throughout the

national territory and confers suplementary normative authority to the
states.

It declares that the Union must maintain a specialized health

agency which shall be responsible for carrying out studies and research
in special matters indicated; that it must establish the authority of the

federal agency with regard to: international health; economic aid and
advisory services to states, the federal district and territories; planning

of medical, sanitary and hospital care; and guidance and education of the

people in matters of hygiene. It alone has normative and inspection author-

ity over the performance of the medical, pharmaceutical, dental, veterinary

and allied or supporting professions and illegal activities in these profes-

sions; over the production, handling and sale of drugs, medicinal plants,

medicinal products, cosmetics and others; over the installation and opera-

tion of pharmacies, drugstores, test laboratories, X-ray and other clinics

which affect public health; over the trade in and use of narcotics; over
advertising in connection with the medical, pharmaceutical and similar

professions; over the content of information on labels, packaging of phar-
' maceutical specialties, biological, cosmetic and other products.

For its part, the National Health Code, regulated under the law

referred to in the previous paragraph, makes its terms obligatory for all

individuals or companies in the national territory, including private per-

sons, states and territories and the federal district, municipalities,

civil and military institutions and public, semipublic or private enter- _,
prises of any kind.

Basically, the provisions contained in this regulatory decree
determine the functions of tke federal bealth service and enable the

Ministry of Health to operate in various fields, conferring attributes

and powers upon it and indicating the limits of its authority.
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Compulsory provisions which regulate rights, obligations and

activities of individuals occur only by exception. They refer mainly to

the control of communicable diseases, the sanitary condition of rented

property, pollution of the atmosphere and of bodies of water resulting from

the activities of industrial enterprises, and to the control over medical,

dental, pharmaceutical, and other activities related to the art of curing
diseases.

, The Code in question does not include criminal provisions or coercive

procedures to force compliance with the compulsory and prohibitive provisions
it contains.

In line with the provisions of Law 2312 referred to above and with

the noncompulsory nature of the National Health Code, general compulsory

norms have been enacted covering various topics as well as partially regu-
lating them. The areas covered by laws and regulations on a priority basis

are noted in Table 4 and those following in the Supplement.

The recent constitutions of the states of Minas Gerais, S_o Paulo

and Guanabara contain a body of provisions covering "public health" and

"social health and assistance," respectively, the first stating that the

state has the authority to legislate in health matters, incorporating the

general principles contained in Law 2312 mentioned above.

Prior to Law 4098 of 23 March 1966, the State of Minas Gerais enacted

"general norms for the protection, promotion and recovery of health, as a
supplement to the National Health Code." Thus Brazil has opted for general

normative centralization at the federal level and for supplementary legis-

lative authority for the states.

The municipalities share a similarly restricted and specific area

of authority.

Canada

Canadian law in health matters is based on two structural levels:

the federal, with restricted jurisdiction, and the provincial, with full
normative jurisdiction in all matters related to public and individual
health.

The statutes issued by the Parliament in each province establishing

the general compulsory principles and appropriate regulations covering the

proper fulfillment of these statutes and the achievement of their objective

are basically in accordance with this pattern. Such regulations are issued

._ by the Cabinet or the Governor by virtue of his regulatory authority or of
normative powers which have been specifically delegated.

The essential documents are the public health law and/or the public

health service ordinance of each province by virtue of which the appropriate

authorities are enabled to act and under which most health topics mentioned
in previous chapters are regulated. Thus, it is at this level that the

bulk of the following provisions exist: disease prophylaxis; the prevention

of the spread of communicable diseases; the control and promotion of living,

working and recreational environments favorable to individual and group
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health; the education of the public on appropriate subjects; the organi-

zation of services and general standards for the provision of medical and

dental care and for rehabilitation from partial or total (permanent or

temporary) disability caused by disease, age, or addiction to drugs or

alcohol° State laws also provide that demographic and vital statistics
be collected, tabulated and analyzed and the activities of public health
laboratories be defined.

Regulation of the activities of health professions and of supporting ·

activities comes under the jurisdiction of special state laws administered

by each professional group and under the general control of the provincial
government°

The following are the judicial reserve, specifically in the field

of health, which are restricted to the federal level: the setting of norms
for

1) production, preparation, distribution, use, prescription and

storage of medicines, cosmetics and foodstuffs and similar products, and

the administration of and control over appropriate laws and regulations.
The basic documents in this field are the Food and Drug Law (Chapter 38

of the Canadian Statutes, with amendments up to 1969) and the appropriate

federal regulations in the field, officially consolidated in the 1969

edition;

2) the establishment of norms for the production, preparation,

distribution and use of narcotics and the control over illegal traffic

in accordance with the provisions of the opium and narcotic drug laws

and their subsequent regulations;

The authority to legislate and regulate these two subjects and

to provide for control over fulfillment of their provisions has reverted

to the federal level by virtue of the criminal character of such norma-

tive codes. Thus, control over food and drugs was declared constitutional

by the Court of Appeals of British Columbia specifically because of its

criminal character, meaning that, as such, it fell within the federal field

of authority according to Article 91 of the Statutes°*

3) the establishment of norms in areas touching on environmental

or sanitation hygiene which may be of interest to or affect more than one

province or which may have a bearing on the health of travellers or on

interprovincial communication or that relate to federal parks and territories

dependent on the Federal Government;

4) control and spread of communicable diseases and especially ¥
international quarantine, the examination of immigrants and the organiza-

tion and functioning of the Federal Quarantine Service;

5) the setting up of norms in matters connected with the propa-

gation of epizootics which might affect more than one province, and the

conditions and requirements for the production and distribution of pesti-

cides and similar products;

Standard Sausage Co. & Lee - 1934 - I-DLR 706
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6) structural, administrative and functional matters relating

to health care services for certain groups in its area of responsibility.

Table 10 lists the main federal statutes and the agencies charged
with their administration.

Mexico

· In accordance with the contents of the political charter of the

United States of Mexico it is the responsibility of the Congress of the

Union to legislate in matters affecting general health in the Republic

(Item XVI of Art. 73) and the Health Council, a direct dependancy of the

President and the federal executive, exercises the appropriate regulatory

power. The Department of Health and Public Assistance is responsible for

the interpretation and application of federal health laws and regulations.

Thus, it is the responsibility of the above Council, in accordance

with the principles mentioned and the provisions of its internal regula-
tions, to discuss and approve all general norms which are enforceable on
a national basis. The measures it issues in connection with its cam-

paigns against alcoholism and the sale of substances which are harmful

to individuals or lead to the degeneracy of the race are subject to review

by the Federal Congress. For its part, it is the responsibility of the

Department of Health and Public Assistance to enact immediate preventive

measures in cases of serious epidemics or the threat of invasion by exotic

diseases and to carry out the executive duties allocated by the Constitution

to the health authorities, making its provisions compulsory for all adminis-
trative authorities in the country.

Although the basic documents do not define or make any pronounce-
ment about the coverage of the concept of "general health," Article 3

of the 1954 Federal Health Code fills this gap by listing subjects to be

understood as involving the country's general health: immigration and
emigration; the prevention and fight against communicable and exotic

diseases; the regulation and supervision of laboratories, factories, stores,

sales outlets, drugstores and pharmacies which produce, distribute, store

or sell medicines, serums, vaccines or substances for the prevention or

cure of communicable diseases, as well as over sanatoriums or clinics for

the treatment of such diseases; the general campaign against alcoholism and
the production, sale and consumption of substances harmful to the individual

and which degenerate the human race; the general means of communication; the

importation of merchandise whatever its destination or whether in transit;

the production and sale of medicines of all types which are intended for

consumption outside the state in which they are produced, or of those

imported from abroad; the use and exploitation of waters under federal

jurisdiction; rural, elementary, high, secondary and professional schools

and other institutes covered by Item XXI of Article 73 of the Constitution;

animal diseases transmissible to humans or which may cause any change in

human health; health schools, hygiene or medical studies or pharmaceutical

institutes which do not come under a university and which are the respon-
sibility of the Federal Government; fulfillment of health obligations

established under international treaties; and other activities and provisions
of a general character contained in this Code and other lawso
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A parallel local normative authority is maintained in all areas

which are not alluded to in the previous paragraph_ in accordance with

Article 124 of the Constitution which provides that all authority not

delegated to federal officials is understood to be reserved for the states.

Special codified or non-codified legislation exists in the various states

on this basis, relating to the subjects of concern to us, and there are

municipal ordinances within their specific area of jurisdiction° At the

state level, there is a long tradition of state legislation when one remem-
bers that the Health Code of the State of Veracruz issued in 1900 is not o

substantially different from certain codes presently in force in other
countries. It should be noted that the Federal Health Code is in force in

some states as the result of an agreement or because of local consent.

The basic federal legislative document in the health field is the

Health Code of 29 December 1954, promulgated on 1 March 1955. This Code

has national as well as Federal District coverage in fields recognized as

covering general health, in all aspects covered by the provisions of its

Article 276. The measures indicated in the regulations are also in force

in territories, zones, islands and buildings subject to federal jurisdiction.

In accordance with the provisions of its Article 278, regulations

implementing a substantial number of its provisions have been issued by the govern-

ment department responsible. These regulations have local application and their
provisions are consonant with whatever general provisions the Health Council

may at any time enact on this subject.

By virtue of regulatory power conferred upon the President of the

Republic under Item 1 of Article 89 of the Constitution and by virtue of
provisions in the Health Code or special laws, regulations have been

issued with national coverage, such as those covering medicines and pro-

ducts in that category as defined on 1 March 1960, and those covering

sanitary meat processing issued on 13 February 1950o

The rest of the standard-setting picture consists of various laws
on subjects directly or indirectly linked with health. Table 4 and the

following tables in the Supplement indicate the subjects on which legis-

lation or regulations have been issued over the past twenty years.

United States of America

Health legislation in the United States is the largest in the area,

because of the size and development of the country, and the most complex

and heterogeneous because of its political structure and vitality at its
various levels.

In general - and in summary - one can distinguish three levels of

compulsory norms in matters of concern to us: a) federal, b) state and
c) local.

A. Federal

While, as has been said, the text of the Federal Constitution does

not contain any reference whatsoever to public or individual health, a

broad interpretation of the general content of the Preamble, which main-

tains that the purpose of legislative activity is the promotion of general
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progress of the nation and the inclusion of health activities among the

authorities granted to Congress along with the establishment of norms for

international and interstate commerce, the levying of taxes, postal
services, and its complete jurisdiction over the District of Columbia

and territories and federal reserves, has led to an increase in federal

legislation in health matters over the last twenty years. Even though

this kind of juridical and interpretative arrangement has led to doubts

about the constitutionality of the legislation enacted, and has provoked

' special conflicts, it is no less certain that the judicial power,and,

especially, that of the Supreme Court has supported such normative activity

within juridical limits with regard to legislation in the field of air

· pollution it has ruled that "the movement of air pollutants across state

boundaries constitutes Inter-State commerce and, consequently, may be

regulated by the Congress. ''1

The following are federal level basic documents: The Code of the

United States of America (1964 Edition) which includes general and perma-

nent laws, and the Code of Federal Regulations (1969 Edition) which

includes all regulatory standards issued by the executive authorities in

the exercise of their regulatory powers or semi-legislative authority

delegated specifically under the pertinent law.

Such Codes contain the codification and consolidation of laws and

regulations, respectively, as of the date of the last edition. Laws

promulgated subsequently, which are supplementary, or which constitute
partial or total derogations, will be consolidated as such in the new

official edition of the Code which is being prepared. The 1969 Edition

of the Code of Federal Regulations consolidates and includes the pertinent
regulations.

The Code of the United States of America contains precepts per-

taining to specific questions of individual or community health or

related thereto in the following Titles: Agriculture (7); Public

Revenues (26); Food and Drugs (21); Hospitals, Asylums and Cemeteries (24);

Mines (30); Public Health and Welfare (42); Postal Service (39); and others.

Title 42, which pertains to "Public Health and Welfare", includes

provisions regarding specific individual and public health matters and

others related directly or indirectly thereto.

With regard to health, basically the aforementioned Title con-

· tains standards related to the following four types of questions:

a. Administrative

b. Standards governing the rights, obligations and activities

of individuals in matters considered to be within the competence of the
federal government

1
U.S. vs. Bishop Processing Company, D.C., Md., 1968, 287F. supp. 624.

U.S.C.A. Title 42, page 512.
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c. Penal provisions which establish the constituent elements

of misdemeanors and crimes, and also indicate the appropriate sanctions

d. Administrative or special procedures and jurisdictions

pertaining to the commission of misdemeanors and crimes and appropriate

trial procedures

ao Administrative

In the field of administration, the precepts refer mainly to the

following: legal statutes of the Public Health Service, including its

structural and functional reorganization upon the initiative of the

President; legal authority of the Secretary for Health, Education and

Welfare and the Surgeon General in the area of the Public Health Services,

and partial standardization of the work regulations applicable to personnel
of that service.

The legal authority of the above-mentioned personnel includes the
following:

a-l) All administrative powers and authority required for service
activities and implementation of programs;

a-2) Standards governing the regulations required for establishing
obligatory rules or standards in pertinent matters; and

a-3) Special standards of authority required in order to act
in specific cases (committal of drug addicts and others to institutions).

Federal legislation has covered support for health activities or

those directly connected with health through the allocation of budgetary

appropriations and the powers granted by law to the Secretary of Health
or the Surgeon General to cover its administration in the form prescribed

by law for establishing compulsory standards, as follows:

research and experimentation in many fields: mental health, mental

retardation, chronic diseases, national morbidity, dentistry, nutrition,

air and water pollution, the disposal of solid and radiation-contaminated
wastes and related medical therapy, medical libraries, the administration

and financing of medical services and so on;

the training and upgrading of human resources for health either

through direct assistance to individuals through scholarship programs,
loans or assignations, or to nonprofit teaching, training or experimental

establishments, or to appropriate state programs;

the construction and modernization of teaching establishments

and services for demonstration and experimentation purposes and for
basic scientific research as well as for health sciences;
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the construction and modernization of bospitals and the establish-

ment and modernization of medical care services, either general or specialized;

the construction of community mental health centers and centers for

the care of the mentally retarded and for the rehabilitation of narcotic
and alcoholic addicts;

the development of overall regional health programs;

the development of specific programs involving federal and

state collaboration;

special immunization programs against communicable diseases;

nutrition programs and especially school feeding programs;

the compiling, cataloging, mechanization and distribution of

basic scientific materials relating to medical and scientific knowledge,

especially in relation to the establishment of the National Library of

Medicine, of regional medical libraries and assistance to existing

specialized libraries.

Such budgetary appropriations imply the promotion and develop-

ment of the activities mentioned by making subsidies or grants available

to states, institutions or individuals, as the case may be, under con-

ditions established by law and following prior compliance with require-
ments or meeting compulsory standards which may be established by the
health services, in accordance with the regulatory powers or quasi-legis-

lative authority delegated to the Secretary of Health or the Surgeon General.

b. Rights, obligations and activities for private individuals

are covered by provisions contained in Title 42 referring to:

b-l) The regulation of interstate or international traffic and

biological products, the conditions for their packaging and labeling,

and the regulation and licensing of operations in establishments devoted

to the distribution, preparation or manufacture of such products (this

refers to those not included under the Food and Drug Control Law).

b-2) The regulation of interstate operations of chemical labora-

tories and the conditions for granting or cancelling their licenses to
operate.

b-3) The regulation of radiation arising from electrical products

and especially the obligations which affect the manufacturers or importers

of such products and the conditions and requirements involved in importa-
tion and trade.

b-4) Regulation and international quarantine as well as medical

examination of immigrants.
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b-5) Medical care of specific groups of persons, and management

of those establishments which provide such services.

b-6) Internment and treatment of narcotic addicts.

b-7) Air pollution regulation, especially the obligations and

prohibitions affecting the manufacturing, importation or operation of

vehicles which may emit such pollution.

c. and d. Criminal dispositions and those covering administrative

and judicial procedures in a particular item related to infractions or

crimes which may be committed through failure to comply with compulsory
provisions cited under the various numerals in the preceding paragraph.

Title 21 of the Code of reference includes the Federal Law on

the regulation of food, drugs and cosmetics; all subsequent and supplementary

or amending legislation; special laws which regulate the quality of food and
the conditions for its production, preparation, packaging, transportation

and storage, when such food is intended for interstate or international

trade, whether through imports or exports; laws which legislate the produc-

tion, use or traffic in narcotics, hallucinatory or other drugs which may

be habit-forming, except for those covered under Titles 19 and 26 of the
same Code.

These bodies of law include criminal provisions defining infractions

or crimes resulting from nonconformance with its provisions and establish

the appropriate penalties and determine the investigative or prosecuting

authority and appropriate judicial or administrative procedures and practices.

The Title under consideration also includes enabling juridical adminis-

trative provisions covering Food and Drug Administration activities attached

to the Department of Health, Education and Welfare and those of the Office

of Narcotics Control, of the Department of Justice, which, respectively,

are responsible for the administration of these bodies of provisions.

Title 7 (Agriculture) covers, among others, provisions which regulate

trade in perishable agricultural products; control of animal products and

subproducts (meat, chicken, milk and byproducts), and control of zoonosis

and enabling authorities for the Department of Agriculture and its appropriate

dependencies. (TABLE 11)

The detailed regulation of provisions of the Titles under discussion
and of those mentioned earlier is contained in the Federal Regulations Code,
1969 consolidated edition.

B. State

State legislation, especially as regards health, is basically con-
tained in the Administrative Code, in statutes or laws enacted by the
respective state congresses, with full jurisdiction to legislate_on all

matters related to or connected with public or individual Realth; in the

regulations covering state boards of health, using the authority conferred
by state laws implicitly or explicitly, in general or in particular, for
the purpose of implementing the aims and objectives of the law.
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The quasilegislative jurisdictional powers of boards of health

vary from state to state, depending on the area of authority conferred

upon them and to the extent this may be shared with other municipal or
local authorities.

Some states recognize the authority of the Board of Health to

"alter, adopt or render effective any reasonable provision over the

whole or in part of the state, either on a permanent or temporary basis,

to protect public health and provided it is not in conflict with federal

statutes or with the ordinance of any major city."

State laws which have been codified in almost all states do not

make any special menlion of such matters as health, public health or public

health and safety. In any event, they refer separately to matters of medi-

cal care and the regulation of institutions devoted to such activities.

In some states, depending on the administrative organization and distribu-

tion of functions, regulation of food and drugs is the subject of a special

title or is spread over many, generally including agriculture. In the same
way, regulation of health professions is covered within the statute for the

general regulation of professions or is the subject of a special title, and

matters of school health are governed by titles or codes dealing with edu-

cation. An exception to this are the codes and legislation recently amended

in which a clear tendency is evident in some parts toward greater unity in
the public health function and greater normative consolidation in handling
such matters.

C. Local

According to the political subdivision of the States (and different

in each one), local units responsible for the health field will vary (county,

city, municipal corporations), without there being any single pattern of

normative jurisdiction in the matter, or similar norms covering the same

subjects.

Although such political units have no other authority in the matter

than that which has been conferred on them by the state by their charters

and constituent statutes, it is nonetheless a fact that this responsibility

is relatively clearly defined and, therefore, different in each state.

Customary legal documents at this level are: ordinances issued by

the municipal government within the authorities duly granted and norms
and regulations of public health bodies duly authorized by the state to

add to and to carry out the objectives of legislation in force. The con-
tent of such bodies of norms must be reasonable, nondiscriminatory and

consistent with state and federal laws, while, nevertheless, imposing greater

requirements or demands than those contained in state legislation.

It is worth noting that in the case of states which contain such

important cities as New York there is, at the city level, a more complete

and up-to-date codified public health legislation than at the state level

in other regions of the country.
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Venezuela

Venezuela's 1961 basic political charter provides that the tech-

nical direction, the establishment of administrative norms and the coordi-

nation of services aimed at protecting public health are the responsibility
of the National Government and that it is permissible to nationalize such

services in accordance with the interests of the community by means of

appropriate legislation. It also provides that "it lies within the juris-

diction of the municipal authorities to manage and administer the affairs

of any unit covering such matters as health or social welfare." Even when

such postulates do not explicitly cover the allocation and normative authority
in health matters, the two levels recognized are evident in the legislation

in force as this country combines in its system national laws covering all

special health topics and municipal ordinances within the limited jurisdiction

of these units. At the state level,health provisions are contained in the

police codes.

In any event, Venezuela's National Health Law No. 20846 of 11 July

1942, which is in force at this time, provides that "all matters relating
to health in the national territory will be covered by the provisions of

this law and that the top management of the Health Service of the Republic

would be the responsibility of the Federal Executive, which would exercise

it through the agency of the Ministry of Health and Social Welfare," simi-

larly stating that coordination and cooperation between the Nation, the

states and municipalities in sanitary matters was a matter of public interest

affecting health in the Federal Republic. This coordination would be aimed

at standardizing technical principles to be complied with and the health
procedures to be used.

Furthermore, the municipalities have recognized the supplementary

nature of their legislation as, for example, in the case of Article 182

of the First Section of Chapter II "Hygiene and Public Health" of the

Urban and Rural Police Ordinance of the District, dated 27 September 1926.

It provides that "with regard to hygiene and public health, precedence will

be given to the provisions contained in laws and regulations regarding

national health and relatin_ to those professions directly connected with

public health."

Venezuela's abundant legislation is contained in the national

legislative compendium of 1967, and the subjects covered are noted in

Table 4 and those following.

3.2.2.2 Nonfederal countries

(Antigua, Barbados, Bolivia, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba,
Dominican Republic, Ecuador, E1 Salvador, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras,

Jamaica, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Surinam, Trinidad and

Tobago and Uruguay)

Compulsory iuridical norms in specific health subjects in the

above-mentioned countries are formally organized into two systems:
A) codified and B) noncodified.
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A. Codified System

(Bolivia, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Dominican Republic,

E1 Salvador, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Panama and Peru)

This system comprises:

The Health or Sanitation Code and partial regulations affecting
this sector.

Laws, decree laws and regulations which add to and partially amend
the Code.

Laws and regulations on specific matters not regulated in the Code.

Municipal ordinances.

Legal-administrative acts of appropriate authorities.

A - 1) Sanitary or Health Code (Table 12)

A review of the documents leads to the conclusion that the term

"Code" has been used in a rather liberal sense and with a different meaning

in the various countries. Thus, for example, the Sanitary Code of Colombia

is in reality a regulatory law on subjects relating principally to environ-

mental hygiene, sanitation in the home and in establishments of various kinds

and regulation of foodstuffs. For its part, the Code in Haiti, with its

compilation listed by subject matters, includes laws, decrees and resolu-

tions in force, international agreements and part of the Pan American Health
Code.

Sanitary codes in the remaining countries have a very similar basic

formal pattern. All of them contain substantially the same type of pro-

visions and they are not inclusive with regard to the subjects involved,

as one can note due to the appreciable number of complementary laws.

The subject matters are formally submitted and listed in three

basic groups:

1) The areas of jurisdiction in health matters of state agencies

and/or the structure and authority of agencies in the Executive branch

specializing in and responsible for the public health service function.

2) Special matters connected with health whose titles generally
include the following topics: control over communicable and noncommunicable

diseases; international health; rural and urban environmental sanitation;

work and industrial hygiene; regulation of the production, preparation,

supply, use, holding and storage of and trade in foodstuffs, pharmaceutical

products, drugs and narcotics; regulation of the exercise of the medical,

allied and ancillary professions; mental health or hygiene; mother and
child care and the care of school children; regulation of cemeteries;

burial, exhumation and the transportation of corpses, vital statistics,
health laboratories, and health education.
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3) The coercive, infractional or penal system, to bring about

compliance with the provisions of the Code, complementary laws and

regulations; the authority required for investigating, prosecuting,

and punishing and/or special or ordinary procedures.

The Codes of Honduras, Peru and Chile have recently effected innova-

tions with regard to this generally prevalent pattern, with the introduction

of broader groups in the listing of subject matters in the second group:

the promotion, protection and recovery of health. It would not, however,

appear that there was any consensus as to the criteria for including matters

in such categories, when one bears in mind that the subjects dealt with may

come under a number of such categories and since there is no uniform opera-

tional definition for terms normally used in the vocabulary of medical
administration.

When we look at the content of these postulates and the objective

which they seek to achieve, we can see that they essentially regulate four
classes of subjects:

The legal system for promoting, protecting and recovering health
for the population.

The conditions affecting laws and activities of individuals or

companies in areas which affect public or individual interests in matters

of health, and

The coercive system to achieve compliance with the provisions
listed above (administrative and/or criminal).

Special administrative infractional or criminal procedures.

Consequently, whatever the order in which this material is

submitted, the nomenclature used in books, titles or chapters, these

four sets of provisions are ever present, even though the degree of lati-

tude with which they are treated or the importance given to them varies

from country to country. The prevalence of provisions which relate to

the legal system of public services and especially those which assign functional

authority and powers to the public authority, whether generally or under a spe-

cific or special title covering various topics g_ven special treatment, is a

salient and common characteristic, to the detriment of any collection

_of obligatory, prohibitionary or permissive provisions which effectively
regulate the rights and activities of private individuals.

Thus the Sanitary Codes under review tend mainly to provide

an enabling law for the health authorities with this situation becoming

ever more apparent as a result of the tendency for it to be converted into

a "blank check law," which lists subjects without giving general principles v

and only confers appropriate regulatory attributions to the authority responsible.

A - 2) Regulation of Sanitary Codes

The partial regulation arising out of sanitary codes has been covered
with greater or lesser care in the various countries. In no case was there

a complete systematized set of regulations and it may be that the regulations
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developing out of legislation were the outcome of the priority given

to problems, their critical nature and the possibilities people had
concerning compliance with them.

In any event, the part with the greatest number of technically-

based compulsory standards is to be found in this set of regulations

since, as was said before, sanitary codes leave whole topics to regula-

tory decrees which very often only provide that "the sanitary authority

or the executive shall enact the appropriate regulation" without estab-

lishing any general basic compulsory postulates which had to be covered

in the regulations.

It should be noted that since the appropriate regulation required

by the Code had not been enacted, there are considerable lacunae in a

number of countries, or they are operating on the basis of regulations

prior to that of the Code which have been allowed to continue in force

under the express general provision merely requiring that they should not

"conflict with the provisions of the Code."

A - 3) Special Laws and their Regulation

A number of additional laws complete the legal picture with their

respective partial or total regulations involving the filling of gaps

which may have been left by the Codes arising from the discovery of new

problem areas, the presence of scientific progress or greater intervention

on the part of the State in redefining its functions as a controlling agency

for special activities in the area.

There are also laws considerably amending the original text of the

Code in various countries: through the restructuring of health services;

through alterations in their authority, either to increase, reduce or con-

solidate it; through the creation of a public administrative career staff
or of statutes which have covered all or part of its personnel; through

alterations in attitudes toward matters, procedures, technical levels or

standards; through increases in penalties or changes in procedures. Table 4

and those following in the Supplement indicate the main subjects which have

been covered in the norm-setting activity in those countries during the

period indicated.

A - 4) Municipal Legislation

According to the type of political organization in countries

covered in this paragraph, the municipalities have executive authority

and the authority to establish norms in health matters although the former

has been gradually restricting and taking precedence over the general and

technical norms established hy the central executive agency.

There is no additional information in this regard.

B. Noncodified Systems

(Antigua, Barbados, Cuba, Jamaica, Nicaragua, Paraguay,

Surinam, Trinidad and Tobago and Uruguay)
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At this time, Cuba, Paraguay, Nicaragua and Urugumy do not have
a health or sanitation code in force. The National Code of Transmissible,

Diseases in Uruguay (Decree of 5 September 1961), as its title suggests,
is in reality a regulatory law in this area, whose second part contains
a manual for the diagnosis and treatment of such diseases.

During the period covered by this review, laws, decrees, executive

agreements, resolutions and orders have been enacted with varying degrees

of care in all countries. These contain compulsory provisions with regard

to health. If this collection of provisions were to be organized by sub- ,

ject matter, it would become a compilation which would include: adminis-

trative provisions with regard to the assigning of authority to national
and local public agencies in matters of public or individual health or

related to these; the organization of public agencies specifically respon-

sible for the public health function in its various aspects and tile alloca-

tion of functions and attributions; a general and specific modus operandi

with regard to each area of interest, compulsory probitive postulates which

regulate rights, obligations and certain activities on the part of individuals

in the same areas of interest (control over transmissible diseases, environ-
mental hygiene, housing, control over food and drugs, nutrition) and the

conditions and requirements for the exercise of professional, industrial

or commercial activities directly or indirectly related to public or indi-
vidual health. There is no systematization as regards penalties and
procedures.

According to the type of political structure, the local municipal

level also possesses norm-setting authority. Information was available

in regard to Uruguay alone in whose case, ordinances were on record with

regard to the control and inspection of food substances in Montevideo,

Soriano, Rivera, Canelones, Cerro Largo and Paysandu, among others.*

The health laws of Antigua, Barbados, Jamaica, Trinidad and Tobago

are based on the British judicial system.

Laws and ordinances in force comprise part of the general codification

of legislation and separately regulate health matters relating to food, drugs,

industrial hygiene, sanitation, professional activities, medical and hospital
care and other subjects mentioned before with regard to other countries.

Important documents of the system are contained in the Public Health

Law and the Public Health Service Ordinance which, as enabling documents

covering the appropriate public authority, also cover certain specific
subjects.

Various laws and ordinances on special health topics have been
enacted during the process of reviewing and modernizing legislation referred

toandtheseapplynationally. _'

The authority and responsibilities of the state agencies in Surinam

are derived from the statutes of the Kingdom of the Netherlands and Surinam.

Health legislation is contained within laws enacted by a Legislative

Body (Staten) and in decrees enacted by the Governor whose objective,

as in other juridical systems, is to achieve the enforcement of the
laws for which details for its execution are established.

* Latin American Survey of Food and Drugs, Inter-_nerican Bar Association, 1959.
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The subjects dealt with cover ones similar to those listed for

other countries and even when the texts are of long standing their

gradual revision has been effected.
I

3.3 Coercive Administrative and Penal System

Our review of the maCn content of legislation and regulations under

review led us to the conclusion that a substantial part of the provisions

referred to the system of control and administrative coercion to ensure

compliance with compulsory postulates relating to public or individual

' health protection. The provisions are contained in organized form under

one title in most of the Latin American Sanitation Codes; under chapters

of enabling or organic laws covering the government service responsible,
- or in articles of special laws which deal with special matters.

Certain sanitary codes and special laws in health matters in

various countries include specific infractions, the penalties in each case,

the authority and criminal proceedings which comprise amending or comple-

mentary documents to the Penal Codes.

3.3.1 System of Coercive Administrative Control

In their special legislation, a majority of countries confer

attributions and special powers to the sanitary authority which is required

to enforce them and to watch over the protection of public health, ensuring

the due and proper fulfillment of details established in legal and regula-

tory provisions and of orders that the authority may enact in the exercise

or its authority. Such attributions enable the sanitary authority:

1) to carry out control activities; 2) to enact security measures; and

3) in some countries, to impose penalties.

1) Control and inspection activities cover those aimed at ensuring
the fulfillment of compulsory norms and to take cognizance of events involv-

ing violations of such provisions. Among these, the most common are:

ordinary and extraordinary inspections, the taking of samples, making of

analyses, the registration and inspection of private establishments or the

official entry and search of private houses.

2) Security or preventative measures are those which, while they

may involve a financial penalty for anyone involved, are conceived and

applied to avoid the continuation of any infraction in order that its
consequences and results should not become more serious or expand, and to

discourage their repetition. These include, among others: total, partial,

temporary or permanent closure of establishments, locations or buildings;

the forfeiture or confiscation of movable assets (merchandise, instruments,

machinery, equipment); the voiding or destruction of products and merchandise;

the removal of products and merchandise from trade or circulation; the destruc-
tion of animals; the suspension or cancellation of licenses, permits or

authorizations; the isolation or internment of persons; the suspension and

ordering of projects; the destruction or construction of physical works
and of special devices.

3) The authority to impose penalties for infractions of legal or
regulatory provisions which do not come under the heading of crimes is in

some countries conferred on the sanitary authority by virtue of the recog-

nition of their administrative authority but these are viewed not as penalties
but as special coercive measures to obtain the fulfillment of compulsory

postulates.
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As a general rule, these administratively imposed penalties

appear in sanitary codes under a special title as part of a graduated
hierarchical system, to be applied discretionarily, making it permissible

to issue warnings or notices in the case of first violations and a more

severe penalty in the form indicated in the law in the case of repeated

violations or refusal to comply.

In countries that do not have a Sanitary Code in force, such

provisions are covered in special laws for each topic and in each of

these penalties and procedural measures are indicated for each type of
violation.

Within this system, the most common penalties are: a fine, a fine

that can be commuted with a prison term according to a legally established

equivalence in the case of a refusal to pay the fine, and arrest for

short periods established by law.

As a result of this acknowledged attribution, these legislations

confer on the authority the power to investigate, to take cognizance of

the facts which are involved in the violation, to inquire into these,

to judge these and impose penalties indicated by law within the limits
established.

It should be noted, however, that certain legislations give the

sanitary authority the power to investigate and determine the facts
involved in the violation but make the imposition of penalties the

responsibility of special or ordinary lower level courts.

Procedures

Given the fact that the law gives special powers to the sanitary

administrative authority which may financially and personally affect

private individuals, compulsory procedures and formalities are established

and by this means most countries provide for the formalities to be followed

in inspections, registration and seizures or, in any event, the manner in
which these latter must be allowed for in normal compulsory procedures.

Similarly, guidelines are established for use in carrying out tests or

analyses which are to serve as elements of evidence in proving violations

as well as the requirements formally to establish the fact of all acts

which call for the imposition of the safety measures referred to above

and especially the internment of mental cases or the isolation of those
infected with certain transmissible diseases.

In countries which allocate administrative responsibilities for

taking cognizance, passing judgement and imposing penalties where no crime

is involved, summary or very summary procedures are established and compul-
sory formalities are laid down covering the investigation and verification

of events, the means of proof and the time allowed for the production of

evidence, delays within which the authority concerned may take action, the
formalities involved in an indictment for the imposition of a penalty,

resources to which the accused delinquent may have recourse to defend

himself against such an indictment. One notices, however, that the outline

of these provisions is only of very relative clarity, leaving out a number

of aspects that would be considered indispensable in international juridi-

cal systems.
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In those countries in which the sanitary authority is only held
responsible for investigating and taking note of events, procedures and
formalitites are also established which would determine in each case

whether it should go before one of the special or ordinary courts which

have jurisdiction in the area.

3.3.2 Penal System

In matters of health, the penal provisions relate to the determi-

nation of certain specific criminal infractions, their prevention and

' punishment. Such subjects are covered in penal codes, in some sanitary
codes and in laws covering specific health topics. The latter has resulted

in the fact that a large part of the legislation that is considered to be

- related to health and especially that included in certain sanitary codes

under the title of sanitary policing has come to be considered as penal in

character. Laws regarding the control of activities touching on food,

medicines and narcotics in particular are considered to be essentially

penal as it is felt that their provisions - even when they establish stan-

dards or limitations for food and medicines - are aimed at preventing or

penalizing fraud and damage that may occur to the detriment of the consuming

public as a result of their trade or supply. This characteristic is all

the more evident in countries where the penal code does not allow for parallel
criminal actions nor, of course, for penalties to cover them, which means

that in such cases health legislation obviously becomes complementary to
penal legislation.

All countries make cognizance of events which constitute a crime

against public or individual health the responsibility of ordinary penal

courts and provide for an obligation on the part of the sanitary authority

to make these courts cognizant of such crimes. In those countries which

recognize a coercive administrative control with the power to impose penalties,

these are imposed without prejudice to criminal or civil responsibilities

which this same delinquent may incur for these same events.

As a general rule, in cases where there is no special penalty for

infractions of legal or regulatory health provisions, they are treated and

subject to penalties as violations.

Penal codes in most countries in the area are concerned, on the one

hand, with the life and inviolability of the individual (homicide, injuries,

abortions and others) independently of crimes against public health or sani-

tation, in some cases with the presence of well-structured provisions falling
under these headings.

The penal codes of Canada and the United States are an exception to

this as they do not contain any infractions expressly concerning public health.

For the purpose of restriction, illegal acts in violation of public

health and hygiene are treated in the penal codes or special laws under the

heading of offences or crimes or simple offences, according to the penal
system of each country. The same illegal or a similar act, however, may

be considered a crime or simple offense in some countries and merely a
violation in others.
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In theory, there is an element of risk which characterizes these

offenses, in other words it is implied that these offending actions to

the detriment of public or community health should be subject to penalties

due to the element of risk or assumed danger which they involve, even

though they may produce no damage or specific hurt to individuals. If
these offenses continue, the offense becomes more serious and is treated

in a special category. In this way, the fact of causing water for domestic

consumption by the public or foodstuffs to become noxious and the mere fact

of making available or offering any item in this category for sale would

be subject to penalties as a result of the risks or dangers that this would

imply without this necessarily involving effective damage or hurt to health.

However, legal elements for the definition of all these crimes vary
in the codes of the various countries and in a large number of these it

is required that prejudice, damage, contagion or the overrunning of epi-

demic conditions should in fact occur for these offenses to be punishable.

The use of antiquated language and inadequate technical concepts
result in a vague definition of offenses and renders proof difficult to

establish. Crimes which today we can define with greater clarity lie
outside the scope of penalization as well as others which have come onto

the scene as the natural result of the development or expansion in countries

of general industrial commercial activities and of others specifically
relating to health.

Where countries do not specifically cover crimes relating to the

preparation, traffic or supply of hallucinants, it is necessary to align

general criminal definitions with provisions contained in the sanitary

code, regulations or special laws.

The most recently amended codes tend to incorporate the theory of

risk in a more precise and objective manner and to simplify the problem
of defining crimes.

In most countries, the involvement of a professional from the

medical or similar fields or of state officials from some appropriate

department as a transgressor or accessory in crimes against public health

is considered to be an aggravating circumstance and is punishable with a

penalty greater than that covering the ordinary transgressor and/or may,

in particular, involve cancellation of a license to carry on a profession,

office or to hold a particular position.

Certain penal codes and special laws include specific crimes that

might be committed by the above-mentioned professionals on the occasion

of or by virtue of the exercise of their professions.

There are recurrent subjects that have been of concern to legis-

lators in all countries, and in this area as well one notes a universality

of topics with the only difference lying _n the degree of emphas_s or in

the fact that some matters are made the subject of exceptions.

Offenses covered in most penal codes relate mainly to: offenses
with regard to the manufacture, trading, supply or storage of substances

which are considered to be basically noxious or dangerous to health;
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offenses which involve the converting of substances, products or mer-

chandise into noxious or harmful elements to health; offenses involved

in the transmission or spreading of transmissible or epizootic diseases;

the illegal performance of medical or allied professions and, in the most

modern penal codes, crimes against the population's food supply.

It should be noted that provisions which penalize offenses relating

to the burial or exhumation and transportation of corpses are covered in

almost all codes but only in some of them are they included under the

heading of crimes against public health and in yet others, they are only
treated as violations or special offenses.

A careful reader of these texts will immediately get the impression

- that among all these manifold provisions which jointly play their role -
the constitutional, special and penal - it is the penal which is the least

complete and up to date, as the terminology generally used is not the same

as in health laws and regulations, except in the cases of the most recent

codes enacted or amended in Brazil or Argentina. This lack of relation is

of importance when one bears in mind that for the purposes of determining

and judging the nature of events, ordinary courts will, of necessity,
on the one hand, have to adjust their actions to the written text and, on

the other, to the reports and expertise of the medical profession or of

specialist technicians in the field.

Tables 14 and subsequent in the Supplement indicate the elements

covered in the Penal Code, with emphasis on the different treatment given
in the case of similar events in different countries as part of the system

of adjudging them offensive and, in consequence, of imposing restrictions

upon them and subjecting them to penalties.
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SUMMARY

The review of the legal materials relating to health in countries

covered by the present text and which were issued over the last twenty

years, allowing for limitations and omissions in the course of gathering

them together, enables one to make the following comments:

1. Ail countries covered in this study possess legislation and regulations

covering the central topic of interest, while the depth and extension with
which they treat matters connected with individual and community health as

well as the care, degree of sharpness and systematization in covering these

areas and their appropriate regulations vary from country to country.

2. Looked at chronologically, this legal material indicates the impact of

change as regards evaluations in the field of health, the language used,

the increase in the area of authority covered by the public health function

and the intervention by the state as a controlling agency and it can be

viewed as a flexible and easily changeable body of legislation.

3. The universality of areas of critical interest is clearly evident as
a result of the recurrent mention of these in the texts of all countries

which have produced legislation or regulations on similar topics and as
a result of the evident and even common priority assigned to establishing

norms covering them.

4. The content of this legislation and system of regulations is very

similar in essence and in some cases even in terminology used, suggesting

a transfer of standards. This has led many professionals to maintain that
they are irrelevant to the particular needs of each country. Such an

argument is only relatively valid when one remembers that in many countries

of the area there is a disequilibrium and disproportion in the degree of

development of the capital cities, the main cities and the rest of the

country, with the need for legislation in some matters covering the require-
ments even at the highest developmental level.

5. There is no evident unity of viewpoint in identifying all compulsory
standards that could make up a "health law" and at this time legal

texts which have been said to cover "health" or "public health" include
subjects which relate to the promotion and protection of the health of

the community. Nor are the subjects included in or left out from such

books, titles or chapters merely as a result of exercising judgement as
to their selection or identification.

6. The legislation reviewed only exceptionally appears in the form of

material forming one single unit to cover the three aspects of development,
promotion and protection. This characteristic is more accentuated in

countries where the public health function is only relatively or to a
small extent specialized and it is shared between various government

departments, in accordance with the interests and objectives being in

effect sought or with the restrictive or penal character of its legislation.

7. One notes a high degree of heterogeneity and introspective norm-setting

particularly in federal countries which does not seem justified from any

scientific or technical point of view that alone would justify such norms.
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In some federal countries the tendency toward the standardization

of the central norm-setting authority is evident, but it should be seen

more as an effort at rationalizing compulsory standards or as due to

inactivity or lack of capacity to act at the local level.

8. The whole body of codified or noncodified legislation which touches
upon individual or community health or which can be specifically indenti-

fied as such in all countries includes four main types of provisions:

8.1 Administrative, relating to the legal system of the public department

authorized to act in certain areas and the powers and attributions which

are conferred on the health authorities, generally, or as regards special

topics.

8.2 Specific provisions relating to health subjects, those which find
their justification or basis in science or technology; they regulate rights

and obligations of natural or juridical persons; they govern their actions

or activities to the extent that they are of interest to or affect public

or individual health; they determine the requirements and conditions under

which such actions and activities can be developed and they establish the

requirements and characteristics which must be met by their outcome or

product, as appropriate.

8.3 Coercive or penal provisions, to bring about compliance with compulsory
stipulations and to penalize infractions of compulsory standards covered

in the previous item.

8.4 Procedural provisions, to which the individual is subject when

exercising his rights or carrying out his daily activities and also
public officials who are responsible for carrying out the duties of

sanitary policing both in their control aspect and as a public service.

9. Greater authority is undoubtedly given to administrative and penal

'legal provisions.

In effect, almost all health laws at present are really enabling

instruments for the appropriate authority in each subject and/or laying

down the organization of the respective public department. Generally
speaking, this legislation basically establishes the framework of the

attributions for which each is responsible and its functions in the
case of each topic.

The provisions (orders, prohibitions or authorizations) covering

. the population in its capacity as subjects personally responsible for the

health of the community to which they belong and for their individual

health are comparatively speaking very limited. The power to establish

specific standards is largely transferred to the field of regulation and

for this reason countries with limited or out-of-date regulations have

considerable gaps in their standards, even in cases where sanitary codes

or special laws are in force.
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10. The juridical system in this field which requires a coherent, syn-

chronized and complementary network involving constitutional, special and

penal provisions appears to be in a state of internal conflict in some
countries and not to possess complementarity in others.

11. Almost all sanitary codes fail to meet the requirements of providing

a juridical method which would contain: "complete documents, adequate to
meet the needs of the area, which establish general principles on the

basis of a logical pattern with considerable internal consistency, without

its being necessary to complement them with other laws but only to provide

for their regulation in order to facilitate compliance with them or to

establish technical details with regard to them."

12. In all countries, the authority or authorities covering the health

function have been provided with ordinary and extraordinary powers and

authority, granted on a legal basis and very much greater than those of

other bodies at the same administrative level, enabling them to require

compliance with the laws and regulations, to achieve the fulfillment of

their objectives and to carry out those actions entrusted to them.

13. Most countries keep their materials in a disorganized state and

there is no evident legislative function in existence nor any system for

permanently bringing them up to date or consolidating them. Both legal
and regulatory documents as well as the innumerable and hurried amend-

ments seem to be the outcome of pressures or needs of the moment.

14. With very few exceptions, there is no apparent distribution of

materials or their transmission to the people as an organized function

and with clearly defined objectives, making it possible to keep the

population apprised of its contents. Its great volume and the lack of

up-to-date texts leads to ignorance of its content even by those people
responsible for specific functions and by the nonspecialized members of

the legal profession.
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material collected on the corresponding cards.

- Only the legislation corresponding to the period 1948-1968 as

stated in the body of the report is included. The diagrams of distri-

bution by subjects are presented in order to give a rough idea of how

this distribution occurs in the total of 3,119 cards. It is felt that,

although the quality and inclusiveness of the documents vary, the quan-

tity is a general indicator of the concern and the interest in the topics

in question, since it has produced the whole series of activities required

for passing a law, a regulation or a resolution.

The subjects for which computed data are given are the ones which

are first in priority in all of the countries.
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1886 with occupational activities relating to public so far as it regulates profes-

subsequent health The higher level inspection of teach- slonal activities and the lnspec-
amendments zng establishments zn order to ensure a better tlon of professions as regards

physical training of teachers, among other public health.
things

MEXICO The Union Congress is responsible for leglslat- The Supreme Health Council will Restricts the inviolability of Any employer shall as far as

1917 with lng with regard to the country's general health report directly to the President the home by authorizing forceful possible and in relation to the

subsequent The Union Congress and state legislatures enact of the Republic without passing entry on the part of the appro- nature of the work being done

amendments legislation to fight alcoholism through the Department of State prlate authority to ensure that observe hygiene and health rules

The Department of Health issues preventive and its general provisions shall health regulations are being in his installations and adopt

measures required in the cases of epidemics or be effective over the whole complied with. measures required to orevent

1evasion by exotic diseases, submitting these country. Subjects the right of entry_ accidents and protect the health
for approval to the President of the Republic. egress and transit into, out of and well being of workers

The general dispositions enacted by the Health or through the country to hm-

Couecll shall have national application ltatlons Imposed in the spore-

The measures which the National Health Council prlate health laws

enacts in Its campaign against alcoholism and
the sale of substances noxious to the individ-

ual and which may degenerate the race will be

suh3ect to review by the Union Congress within

its field of competence The health authority

shall have executive power and Its provisions

shall be complied with by the administrative

authorities of the country

CHILE To watch over public health and sanitary Provides for the setting up of a Restricts the right to work to the

1925 with well being of the country _ubllc service to watch over the extent that this or any industrial
subsequent country's health and over the activity may imply danger to
amendments allocationofan amountofmo_ey publichealth

adequate to maintain a national
health service.

Set up technical councils for Restricts the right to work if

PERU Provides broad Legislates with regard to the inviolability and administrative cooperation in the this involves any threat to public

1955 _rotectlon for guarantee of life, health and hygiene in indus- fields of ... and health health or well being
maternity, trial activities. Responsible for publlch

Therightof entry,transltand

_ealth and for private health care, enacting egress into, through or out of the

legislation covering control over health and country is subiect to limitations
sanitation and the physical, moral and social of a health nature
improvement of the population.

To protect physical, mental and moral health
of minors



Political _press recogmltlon Express recognition
sf health or of Power and functions of the State In Powers of special public agencies Restrictions on individual guar- Duties of individuals or groups

Constitution of individual related Subleets an health matters :or provleloas with regard to their anises arlslng out of public artslng out of public health

In chronolog- rights related to being part of social (3) attrlbutee, organization and health needs (5) situation (6)

lcal order health (1) law (2) eraunnel (4)

CUBA Grants rights and The municipal government la responsible for Establishes hospital, sanitary,
1940 special guarantees adopting and executing sanitary and local forensic medicine and other ca-

amended by to working women lnepeetlo_ rules within the boundaries of the reers, as required in order to

1959 basic law before and after municipality. _rovlde adequate appropriate

child birth and government services.
during breast feed-

lng

PANAMA Recognizes the Allows for broad TO fight transmissible diseases, to provide Provides for the setting up of Individuals are under the obllga-

1946 right of the lndl- _rotectlon of protection for maternity and reduce infant hospitals, dental clinics and tlon to protect their health

amended 1956 vldual to the pro- maternity cases mortality; to add to the food supply of needy dispensaries to provide free
tectxon, preserva- students, medical care and _dlelne to those

tlon and recovery To provide medical supervision for school chi1- who lack financial means
of hls health dren

To disseminate the principles of scientific

feeding
To undertake the administration of affairs when

munlclpahtles are unable to do so in the case

of epidemics
To enact a sanitary code

OOS?.A RICA Ensures the pro- Makes the National Home for Restricts the lnvlolablhty of the Employers shall enact the measures

1949 tectlon of mother Children, a self governing special home by permitting access to required to protect hygiene and

and child, the institution, responsible for .rlvate homes or elaces after safety at work.
aged and invalids mother and child care. issuance of written orders by the

authorities in order to erevent

serious hurt to individuals

NICARAGUA Recognizes special To supervise industrial and mining undertakings Establishes that the posltlon of testrzcts the lnvlolablhty of the

1950 rights in the case to ensure health and security of the workers Deputy and Senator is not lncom- some by permitting access to the
authorities in the event of epldem-

of pregnant women _atlble with that of hospital les, or to visit homes to gather
and the general director or physician, statistics or effect sanitary ln-

)rotectlon of mater, spectlons. Restricts the right to
nxty cases. _ork to the extent that this con-

flicts with public health. Author.
lzes the executive to suspend all
3r certain individual guarantees
in the event of epidemics or pub-
lic disaster.

Lays down legal provisions covering activities
SURINAM of public health authorities in all matters

1955 concerning the practice of obstetrics medicine

and pharmacology.

Everyone has the _atch over the maintenance of public health and Restricts the inviolability of Everyone _s under the obligation

1961 right to health !provide preventive means and care for these who the home to allow for sanitary to abide by sanitary measures

protection. Mother lack adequate means visits which must be carried out established by law, compatible with
and child from time the technical management, setting of admluls- after prior notlfleatloa has been a resvect for the human individual

of conception shall gratlve norms and the coordlnat_on of services served and in accordance with the
be given overall [or the defense of public health is a national requirements estabhshed by law.
roteetton. _esponslbllxty. Restricts erofltable activities

Jnder the law, these services may be natlonallzel in the field of health
tn accordance with the community interest.

The administration of units such as those eover-i

lng health is the responsibility of municipal
governments.

JAMAIGA Permits legal restrictions on per-

196a sonal liberty in the case of per-
sons of unstable mind, drug addicts
or alcoholics, in order to provide
for their care and treatment and

in order to protect the community
interest Authorizes legal
restrictions On liberty of con-
sclence, expression, assembly and _

i issoelatlon in the interest of _

i _ubllc health or well being. Au- ·thorlzee legal restrictions on the
right to property to the extent
that this may endanger health of
human beings, animals and plants
Authorizes legal restrictions on
the inviolability of the home in

community interest and as required

by public health.

!



...... Express recognition
Political Express recognition of health or of Power and functions of the State Powers of special public agencies Restrictions on individual guar- Duties of individuals or groups

!Constitution of individual related subjects as in health matters or provisions with regard to their antees arising out of pub]lc arlslng Out of public health

lin chronolog- rights related to being part of (3) attributes, organization and health needs (5) situation (6)

leal order health (1) social law _2_ personnel (4)
Individuals must care tor the pres

EL SALVADOR Recognizes health To watch over the preservation and recovery of The Supreme Health Cotalcll set up Restricts the lnvlolablhty of the; ervatl°n and the recovery of their

1962 as a public asset, health, with equal representation from home for sanitary purposes as health.All people are obliged to submit
Reduction in dura- To give free assistance to the sick who lack those professions indicated shall _rescrlbed by law and regulations themselves for treatment if this

tlon of night shlftE the required resources when such treatment watch over public health. Pro- should be an effective manner to

and of shifts in provides effective means of preventing the vldes that public health services irevent the spread of transmls-
dangerous or lnsalu- spread of disease shall be essentially technical, slble dlseases
brlous occupations. To protect the physical and mental health of Sets up a sanitary and hospital Employers are under the obligation

Prohibits those minors, profession for specialized to provide medical and pharmaceu-

under 18 from work- personnel tlcal services and such others as

lng and imposes lzm- are established by law. In those
Ltatlonssimilarto casesestablishedby law,they

!those above zn the shall provide the worker and his

:ase of women family with satisfactory housing

T and medical care
kuthorlzes legal restrictions on

TRINIDAD AND !undamental rights and hbertles ir
TOBAGO

_ - - :he case of public emergencies

1962, with :esultlng from the outbreak of pes-

amendments to :llence, epidemics or other Slmlla!
1968 )r different calaraltles

HAITI All workers are The health of the To ensure free medical assistance to the sick Recognizes a Supreme Health Restricts the right to work in

1964 entitled to health inhabitants of the To prevent and limit the spread of contageous Council as being responsible for that it establishes that the
_rotectlon. country is defined or endemic diseases, watching over the people's health exercise of professions directly

as a public asset. To protect physical, mental and moral health connected with health shall be
of minors, strictly regulated by law.

To be responsible for lndlglnous people who,

through their physical and mental capacity,
are not in a condition to work.

GUATEMALA Recognizes the States all campaigns To sponsor and help the operation and technical Denies recourse in any case of

1964 right of prison- for improving the development of health and aid programs, or with redress against sanitary measures
ers or detainees to food and health of the collaboration of international agencies, and those issued for the purpose

have their natural the people to be of To support health and social welfare projects of preventing or containing

leeds supplied and ,ubllc interest, and to give special protection to those who calamltles.

lot to be compelled Recognizes special require it due to their physical condition To

to undertake work right and guarau- watch over the physical, mental and moral healt]

_hat may be pre3- tees for working of minors and to ensure that workers' housing

_dlcal to their pregnant women, meets the sanitary conditions established. The

_ealth or lncompat- after childbirth President of the Republic shall watch over the
ble with their and during breast _reservatlon and improvement of the inhabitants

physical constztu- leading, health, shall ensure the maintenance of natxona
tlOU. health condition and struggle against alcohol-

Ism, he shall pay special attention to vegetal
health.

' Authorizes the President to sue- Employers are under the obligation

HONDLrRAS Confers rights and The President of the Republic shall: pend individual guarantees in the to abide by legal provisions con-

1965 special guarantees Watch over the preservation of public health case of epidemics or other calam- cernlng hygleoe and health in

- on pregnant working and the Improvement le the country's sanitary lty Gives the right to the their installations and they shall

womee after child- conditions, authorities to inspect workers so organize work that it guaran-

birth and during Watch over physical, meatal and moral health dwellings and settlements in order tees the life and health of work-
ireast feeding, of those in infancy, to ascertain whether they are in ers in a manner compatible with

Promote the construction of housing and settle-
a suitable hygienic state the nature of their 3olnt assocxa-

meets for workers and ensure that they meet Restricts the inviolability of the tlon _

sanitary conditions, home la urgent cases of epidemic The law establishes which under- m
or danger takingsshallprovidemedicalor

other services to ensure the phys-

ical and moral well being of work-

ers and their families



Political Express recognition Express recognition
Constitution of individual of health or of Powers of special public agencies Restrictions on individual guar- Duties of individuals or groups

in chronolo8- rights related to related subjects as Power and functions of the State or provisions with regard to their antees arising out of public arising out of public healthin health matters attributes, organization and health needs (5) situation (6)
xcal order health (1) being part of socia]

law _2) (3) personnel (6)
Allows for legal restrictions on

BARBADOS >ersonal liberties to prevent the

1966 propagation of lnfectloum or oonta-

gloss diseases and in the event

that a person is or it Is suspected
to be mentally unbalanced, a drug

addict or an alcoholic, when the

purpose is to protect that person,

to cause that person to be treated

_ or placed in seclusion for the pro-
tection of the community.
Authorizes legal restrictions on

the right to property when such

property constitutes a danger or a

- threat to public health. Author-

Lzes the registration and forceful

access by law into private homes in

connection with public health
matters.

Authorizes legal restrictions on

freedom of conscience, expression,

mssembly and association for rea-

sons concerning public health
Authorizes restrictions on freedom

Df transit in order to sub3ect a
erson to care or treatment in a

hospital or other institution when
m cases of mental defects or

diseases

Authorizes legal restrictions on

i_OYANA _ersonal liberty to prevent the

11966 propagation of infections or con-
taglous diseases and when it is

suspected that a person IS mental-

ly unbalanced, a drug addict or an

alcoholic, when the purpose is to
protect care for and treat that

Berson or place him in seclusion

for the protection of the co_maunl-

ty. Authorizes legal restrictions

on the right to property when that

_roperty constitutes a danger or a
threat to the health of individ-

uals. Authorizes restrictions on

_ - freedom of conscience, expresslOnt

and assembly for reasons of public
lealth. Authorizes the reglstra-

:ion and the right to search for

reasons pertaining to public health

and security

!Authorizes legal restrlCtlOUS on

Ithe freedom of transit in the ln-

!terests of public health and to
)rovlde care and treatment lU a

¿ospltal or other lUStltUtlOn for

_huse persons suffering from phys-
tcal or mental defects

DOMINICAN ;uarantees the in- Gives broad recog- To take measures to avoid infant mortality. To Provides for the settlng up of Restricts the liberty of transit

REPUBLIC lxolablllty of life nltloa to mater- watch over the improvement in feeding, sanitary centers of specialized agencies roi in compliance with provisions of

1966 )rohlbltzng proce- nlty protection, services and conditions of hygiene, f18ht social ills by satisfactory sanitary laws _

tures or penalties To prevent and treat epidemic and endemic means and with the help of luter- _tmplylng any reduc- diseases and others national agreements.

:1on in physical in To give free assistance to those with reduced
:egrlty or iadlvld- financial means.
ual health.



Political :Express recognition Express recognition .........
of health or of Power and functions of the State Powers of special public agencies Restrictions on individual Duties of individuals or groupa

Constitution of individual related subjects as in health matters or provisions with regard to thelz guarantees arising out of public arising out of public health

in chronolog- rights related to being part of (3) attributes, organization and health needs (5) situation (6)
leal order ihealth (1) social law (2) personnel (4)

BRAZIL [As regards workers, It is the responsibility of the Union to estab- Authorizes the holding of not more
1967 recognizes: hygiene lxsh national education and health plans, to than two remunerated medical posts

and safety at work, legislate provisions covering general standards together with one teaching or
Leave of absence for for the defense and protection of health, another of a scientific and tech-

'childbirth. Health nlcal nature,

[assistance, including

ihospltallzatlon and

ipreventlve medicine.
}For World War II vet-

arans, recognizes the

right to medical and

_ospztal care.

EGUADOR Guarantees personal To protect the mother and child from the time Authorizes the search of enclosed Emplovers are under the obligation

1967 Inviolability, fOrbld-i of conception, private homes or places, after to provide their workers with

lng the use of drugs To protect the physical, _ntal and moral health issue of appropriate order by working conditions which do not

and other means weak- of minors, established authority, endanger their lives or health

:enlng personal facul- To establish appropriate working conditions for
files, except for rehabilitated workers.

]therapeutic purposes. To protect pregnant working women.

To suppress alcoholism and drug addiction

To stimulate health promotion

Declares that laws concerning

BOLIPIA _eeo_-alzes the right To protect the health of the popnlatlon, public health are compulsory and

1967 =f all persons to To ensure the continuing availability of means obligatory

life, health and of snbslstence and rehabilitation for Invalids. All persons will be under the
_ecurlty. To protect the physical and mantel health of -

infants, obligation to care for and feed
their minor children and to pro-
tect and maintain their sick

)arents.

URUGUAY Recognizes the right To legislate in matters of public health'and Public health services cannot be All inhabitants have the duty to
1967 to weekly time off, hygiene, seeking physical, moral and social set up as autonomous agencies protect their health as well as to

)hyslcal and moral well being for the inhabitants without some limitation on their go into isolation in the case of

health for all work- The free provision of preventive care and autonomy to permit executive disease
_rs. assistance to those who are destitute or with- control.

out resources.

To provide asylum for the destitute and for

physical and mental invalids who are onable to

work.

PARAGUAY Includes health To establish a system of care for the indigent All inhabitants are under the

1967 among social rights sick. obligation to sub_lt to health

Recognizes the rlgh To prevent and control transmissible diseases, measures established by law,

_f inhabitants of compatible with respect for the

the Republic to pro human individual.
_ectlon and the pro
notion of health.

?rovldes for the -

)rotectlon of mater

llty and the overall _ __

)rotectlon of chi1- _

iran from concep- _ _



TABLE 2

COMPILATIONS PUBLISHED DURING 1948-1968

COUNTRY COMPILATIONS

ANTIGUA 1965 - Revised Law of Antigua - revised edition of
Laws and Ord. - 1959

P. Cecil Lewis

Printed by Waterlaw & Sons Limited

Worship Street, London, E.C. 2
Designated by the Government of Antigua - 1965

' BARBADOS 1954 - Laws of Barbados, 1954 - Volume VIII - Part I

Compiled by the Attorney of the Nation of
Barbados

Printed by: Advocate Co., Ltd.
Printers for the Government of Barbados

Barbados, 1954

BRAZIL 1966 - Laws and Regulations (Federal)
National Code of Health

Pub. Waldener Bocorny

1961 - Index of Federal Sanitary Legislation 1889-1959

Maria Amelia Porto Migueis

Public Health Special Service Fund
Rio de Janeiro - 1961

LUX Graphic Typesetter

CANADA 1970 - Consolidation of the Law

Food and Drug Regulations with modifications -

December 12, 1969

The Queen's Press for Canada (Ottawa, 1970)

COSTA RICA 1965 - Summary of Food and Beverage Regulations

Licentiate Edgar Ortiz Castro

ECUADOR 1961 - Summary of Laws and Health Regulations of
Ecuador

Adriano Rosales Larrea

(Thesis for Doctorate in Jurisprudence)

UNITED STATES 1969 - U. S. Code Annotated

OF AMERICA West Publishing Co. (St. Paul, Minn.)
1969 - Code of Federal Regulations

Office of the Federal Register

JAMAICA 1953 - Index for the Laws of Jamaica

Eyre & Spottswude Limited (Margate, 1957)

MEXICO 1965 - Mexican Sanitary Codification

Andrade Juridic Publishing House, Inc.
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COMPILATIONS PUBLISHED DURING 1948-1968

DOMINICAN 1953 - Dominican Sanitary Legislation
REPUBLIC Official Publication of the Government

Secretariat of Public Health

(Extensively modified. Does not include the

Sanitary Code of 1957)
t

VENEZUELA 1967 - National Sanitary Legislation

Venezuelan Juridic Publishing House, Inc.

SURINAM 1966 - Compilation prepared by M. D. Arrias,

Attorney of the Ministry of Health



SYSTEM OF SPECIAL JURIDICAL STANDARDS IN HEALTH

1948 - 1968

National level and operation Antigua Federal level and national operation
Barbados

Law on standards of health protection
Laws on specific matters, codified or not Guyana Special laws setting comprehensive technical standards
Law or general ordinance on health or Jamaica for health protection

public health Surinam Laws on matters designated as belonging in the
Trinidad and Tobago federal domain

Pertinentregulations Nicaragua Pertinentregulations Brazil
Paraguay

State level and operation

Laws on special matters

Sanitary code or general law on health or public health
Pertinent regulations

Local level and operation

Municipal ordinances within the limited jurisdiction

National level and operation Bolivia Federal level and national operation
Chile

Sanitary or health code Colombia Laws on specific health matters within the limited

Laws on specialmatters CostaRica jurisdiction

Pertinent regulations Ecuador Pertinent regulations
Resolutions, agreements, orders or E1 Salvador

instructions of the competent authorities Guatemala Provincial level and operation

in health, according to delegated powers Honduras Law or general code on health or public health Canada

Panama Laws on specific matters
Local leveland operation Peru Pertinentregulations

Municipal ordinances and agreements on Dominican Republic
specific matters in their limited Uruguay (without

jurisdiction code)
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SYSTEM OF SPECIAL JURIDICAL STANDARDS IN HEALTH

1948- 1968

Federal level and national operation Federal level and national operation

Laws and regulations on specific matters Sanitary code on matters designated as belonging in
within the limited jurisdiction which apply the domain of public health
on a national basis only in relation to the Special laws on matters designated as belonging in
international or interstate interest the domain of public health or national interest

Pertinent regulations

State and provincial level United States
of America Federal level and local operation

Code of health, public health, health or
Sanitary code (federal district, territories, and Mexico

security Argentina
Laws on specificmatters, codifiedor not statesin Mexico)
Pertinent regulations or ordinances Pertinent regulations, also in the territories with

special modification

Local level
State level and operation

Municipalities (City, county, others)
Sanitary code (8 states)

Code of health, or of city public health Laws on special matters

Laws on specialmatters, codified or not Pertinent regulations
Pertinent regulations or ordinances

Local level and operation

Municipalordinances __



·,, ,' , i.......

MEDICINESANDMEDICALPRODUCTS;PHARMACIES, . . o

LABORATORIES, AND SIMILAR ESTABLISHMENTS ' _

:D ::='

statutory provisions onmatters indicated - _ _ _ '_ _ '_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Development, preparation, commerce, and supply in the _ r m _ _]_ _ _ _ /:_ / _/ _ _ _ _ _ J/ / _ m:_fieldofdrugsandmedicinalproducts n,

_egi_t_,manufacture,_dc_erceint_efieldof _ _ Vl// _ V _ _ _:j V _ / ¥ w 4 ¢ _ / /patentmedicines

Development,prePar'ation,and co_nercein the fieldof bio- -- i_' >
logical and biochemical products, vaccines, serums, et al K _ _ {'_ S_ Z J _ _ _ _-- _ Wf

Manufacture and commerce in the field of cosmetics, _ _ M _ v/ _ M w/ M / W M vz / M M ,M
toiletteandhygieneitems ........

Preparation and/or commerce and/or supply in the field of vz M Wz W_ vZ M Vz _ _ W _ V_ M! VM
antibiotics ......

Containers and labe'ling vv'z//vw_¢ 4 v/ VV,z _vl /wof pharmaceutical products, L,
patent medi. cines, and cosmetics . ......

Propaganda for medicines, patent medicines, and ;_/ _ V _ V _ W V V _ _/ _/ / _ _ _w _ V/ i_ t fcosmetics .......

Production,importationand traffic- supplyof narcotics i_
(opium, coca,, marijuana) _ _ _ W / W W W _ W _ W _ _ _ _ W _ W! V M _ V M _'

Importation and commerce- supply of p'sychotropics or ...._') _ M M / M
,hallucinogens ,, ,

Importation and connnerce - supply of b'a'rbit'urates or other W gz _ _ / V _ J '_ W/ jother addictive substances

Operation of pharmacies, drug stores (dry salteries)
and similar establishments V F/ _ _ * W M W _1 * M......M _ _ _ M _/ _ _ _ / / _ Wi

Operation of establishments manufacturing chemicals, 4 M _' _/ _ W M K M W 4 14 _/] _ M _/ Wpharmaceuticalsandmedicalproducts

NationalPharmacopoeia W _ /

Recognition of foreign pharmacopoeias _/ _ _/ _'

..¢-

· USA - Controls in matters of international and interstate cc_mmerce-tatal

· USA and Canada - Local control of pharmacies

· Costa Rica - Generic products



............. r .. .

ID

General compulsory

provisionso.mattersindicated

Control of the quality of drinking-water Vt _/ * w_ _/ _i/ / M wF w/ w/ /

Construction and operation of drinking-water supply system _ I_/ M [ %/ _ V/ M M / M _ _/ M / _ /l_ _F Vt MI w"

Sewage system F' %/ Vt' F'iW" _' W/ W" F'_ W" > V" W" / _ W i W'/I

Sanitary conditions of work sites M M _ _/ v'/

Air pollution W W _/ V/ M _/ V/

Contamination of bodies of water / vF %/ / _ _ _ _ _ _F _/

Controlofvectors(deratting,disinfesttngand/Or : j! v/ _ ¢,controlo_e=terprises> W/f_/ J ¢' _' _ vi

Disposal of ex?reta and used water If M _ ' %/' _ _f / _ _/ _ _ _,'

Disposal of solid wastes V/ V _ _/ W _/ VZ _ _ _ W _/ ¢/ ,,,i W/

Stables, animal markets, et al J _/

Industrial and work hygiene _ _F J J , M ' _!_ _F _ %,,' _' / / %/

Ilygiene in establishments or public places (theaters, ,_ _ _ _' _ _ _ Z
meeting places_ tourist areas_ et al, .:

Swimming ,pools ,- , _ ,.... _' }/ _ _' _' ,
Radiation and radio-active waste control _ _ _ V _/

-Housing, city planning and standards for construction _ _F W / _; _/ _ _ _ _ _ / W_'
and/or repair, modification of buildings

Others _ / ' _" V //

i .] !

I
· Canada - the subjects not checked lie within the exclusive domain of th-e provznces, the

control of drinking-water applies to means of transportation indicated

· USA - the subjects not checked lie wzthin the exclusive domain of the States, and
those checked refer mainly to investigation and settzng of general standards



{ . m. .. {
CONTROLOF FOODSAND FOODESTABLISHMENTS

I

_neralfoodregulations * _ _ _ / _ _ W! _/ _ _ W/{
_ormsortechnical standards for food. , ,_ ,/ V' _ I/ / J

t_

Sanitary standards for production, processing, handling, / v/ v/ / _ _ v/ _r v/ V /] , _ /i _ / / '_ Z _ _ . . _/sale. suDplyinR, storage and transport of foods

Control of adulteration, fraud and/or deterioration, _/ _/ _{ _ _ _ _ _ /{alteration and contamination of foods --, V/ V i v / _ -/ / _r ._/1 W), I/{ V/

slaughterh_use_ / / ¢ /// / / / / , // /// _ _/
· ..: · i

Control of the production, processing and sale of milk and { ..........

milk-by-products andthe produeing and processing establishments W' W/ */ / / _' / _ / _ W_ /, _ _/ W/ W/ _' ,/'

Sanitaryseafood control of the production and sale of fish and W/ W' _: w/ W/ _ _/ _/

Sanitary control of the processing, sale and supplying of _ w/ _ / _ _/ W/beverages and/or soft drinks )t

Sanitary control of processing and commerce in the field ....
of dietetic foods _ _/ _ _ _ _ / w'/

Containers, information on the label and/or registry of

processed products (packaged and bp ttled} _/ _ _ _ _ v/ _ _ / _ M: M V/ _/ w/

Colorings and/or additives _ _ W V/ _; / _/ _ /! _/i W _

Enriching of flour and/or iodization -- _{ 'of salt W _/ _/ W W/ W W _ W _/ _/ / /

Control of sanitary requirements of the establishments ....... _ ' --

producing , processing and handling foods _ / _ _ /{ / _ _ _ _! _ W/ _/
Control of sanitary requirements of the establishments ...... '

retailin_ and supplying foods %/ %/ / M W' _/ /: p/ _ I_, I_ / _ Wl %/ _

, i _ ,, -- _ .... 7[

,°thers _ ¢ /_ / wv',/ ,/,, / /,/'// / _ _/ _
· Argentina: Applicable to Federal Capital and territories indicated
· Mexico: The Regulation on Industrialization of Meat is nationally in force

· USA: Applies only in respect to interstate con_nerce

· Nicaragua: Refers only to pasteurization



....... TAB_7

CONTROLOF TRANSMISSIBLEDISEASES o

General compulsory provisions and/or special statutory _ °_ _ _ o_ _ _

provisionson_ttersindicated _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ o_8 _ _ _ ___8_ _
- ·19481968 _ _ I'_ _ _ _ _ H

General provisions on: compulsory reporting; isolation

and quarantine x x Ix x x × x x x x x x x x x x w x x x x _
Diphtheria - '..........

Compulsory vaccination and/or national campaign x x x y x * _ x * x x
YellowFever- '........

Compulsory vaccination and/or national campaign x x x x x x x x

Poliomyelitis- "'iX X _<
Compulsory vaccination and/or national campaign x x * y x

Typhoid - ...

Compulsory vaccination and/or national campaign x _ x i / _ × ×
Tuberculosis - " '·

Compulsory, vaccination and/or national cm. paign x x x x 2{ _ x x x * x x x I×!x x x w x
Smallpox- '

Compulsory vaccination and/or national campaign x x x x x _ x x X. x x x x x x x

Bubonicplague x x x x x

Hepatitis _ x

Leprosy x x x x _ x x x x x x x I x x

Malaria, national campaign x x x x x x x x x x x lx x x _ xX

Measles x *

Tetanus w x * X x w

Whooping cough x x x )( x * x x

Trachoma x x

Venerealdiseases x x x x x x x x x x x x x

Compliance with the International Sanitary Regulations - 1967 x x x x x x x x x x x _ x x x x x x x xx x x x · x x

Others x x x x x x x x x

· USA - Subsidies for state voluntary immunization programs
· Approve the International Sanitary Regulations with reservations
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!_ner_lc_pulso_pr_sions,nd/orspecialstatuto__ _ _ __ _i_ _ _oo_ _ __

General provisions F, _/ _ F' F, W' V !_' F' w/ W, g _ v/ _ _ W'
iiii I iiiimi ·......... , _ .....

Foot-and-mouth.......... disease Y, V i/ 1_ ii _ W_ _/ iv/I V/ j

Brucellosis _' _/ V _/ ,/ _/ _ _'

Bovine tuberculosis _' / ,!_F _ / _ _ _' /
,. ,,. .....

Others _' _/ w_ _

i ,,,.., ,, ,mm· ,, ,
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TABLE 8
i ....

I

Legaland/orstatutowprovisionsonregistry =

Physicians, physician-surgeon and specialties x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x

Pharmacists and/or chemist-pharmacist x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x

[

pdontologists and specialties [x x x x x w x x x x x x x
,,,,,,, ,, ,.. :, ,,,

Ve terinarians
X X X X X X

Nurses I
X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

,, ,,, ..... : J

Midwivesandobstetricians x x x x x x x x x x

Optometrists - optical--- technician x x x x x x x x x x

Physiotherapists and/or physiotherapeutist x x x x
.,. .,. ,,, ,,

Radiologist and/or radiotherapist x x x
,,,...,,.,, .. .,.

Chemical biologist or biochemist x x x
, , ,, ·

Anesthetists and/or assistant in anesthesia
X X

,, _, .... ,

"-mursingassistant x x x x x x
, , ,,

Die tic lan
X X

Kinesiologist, physical therapist and/or kinesitherapeutists x x x, ,,,, ,,, ,.

Laboratory technicians x l x
,,, ,,,,

Clinical laboratory technicians x, x
,,.,, ,, .,, .... ,.

Dental laboratorian and/or dental mechanical technician x x x x x .x...... ,, ,,.,, ,

Masseur x
X IX

Interns x I x x
,, , ,, ,,,· _ ,,,

Psychologists x x

Chiropodist x x
, , ,,,., , , , , ,..,

Occupationaltherapist x x
,.. ., , , , , .

Others x x x x x x x
, , ,. ,,, .... ,,.. . ,,

* Argentina - Covers Buenos Aires and Territories indicated

** In Canada and the USA, the control of professions zs at the provincial or state level, respeet_.vet_;, and is
in force in all of the latter



MEDICAL CARE AND MEDICAL CARE ESTABLISHMENTS

General compulsory provisions and/or special regulatory _ _ _*_ _ _ _ _ _ ! i _ _ _ _ _ c _ _

provisions covering the areas mentioned _ _ _ i _ __ _ _ _ _ !_1948- 1968 H H N ,q,_

General, ,,.,,standards for medical,,, .........care establishments x x x x x.._. x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
I

General '- _'-''[puu&zc/ _ '_'nospzcai regu_aczons_-- x x x x x x x x x x x x
m NH ........ l_, ,..... t,

Specialpublichospitalsor (mainly)publichospitals x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x

Hospitals,' 'pr'i'vat'e'hospitals, and'/or'private" '.....

maternity, homes .... x r x x x x _ ....... ] x ,_

Other x

m ., _ m.

., m , ·

{ mmm m I ........

.... · , ,,H , rmm , : , ....

.m.·,

mi. , ·, : ,·

m ..........

mm. k H '' !

m ,,.' m m, - -
_9

mi im m

m _. m m

· Mexico - Federal District and areas

·* Gamada a_d USA - General standards and rules £or federal hospitals



ADMINISTRATION OF FEDERAL HEALTH LAWS IN CANADA

National Department of Health and Welfare Department of Agriculture Department of Justice

Dept. of National Health and Hospital Insurance & Diagnostic Animal Contagious Disease Act Criminal Code(Corresponding
WelfareAct aer_icesAct (RSC1952,Chapter9) Part)
(RSC, Chapter 74 as amended) (RSC 1957 - Chapter 28 as amend.)

Meat InspectionAct NarcoticControlAct
BlindPersonsAct LeprosyAct (RSC1955,Chapter36)

(RSC 195_, Chapter17, Amend.) (RSC 1952,Chapter165) Human Slaughterof Food TobaccoRestraintAct
Anqm_ls Act

CanadaShippingAct MedicalCare Act
Part V (Sxckness & Hospital (RSC 1966, Chapter 64, effective (RSC 1959, Chapter 44)
Care) 1968) CanadaDairyProductsAct

(RSC 1952, :0hapter 29)' Narcotic Control Act (RSC 1952, Chapter 52)

DisabledPersonsAct (RSC1960-61,Chapter35) Cheese & Cheese Factory

(RSC 195_54 as amend.) Propietaryor Patent MedicineAct ImprovementAct

Pittness& AmateursSports (RSC1952, Chapter220) (RSC1952, Chapter47)

_ct ColdStorageAct
(RSC 1960-61,Chapter59) PublicWork HealthAct (RSC1952, Chapter52)

(RSC 1952, Chapter 229)

Food& DrugsAct Fruit,Vegetables& Honey
(RSC 1952-1953, Chapter 38 Quarantine Act Act
as amended) ('RSC1952,Chapter231) (RSC1952,Chapter126)

Health Resources Fund Act

(RSC1966,Chapter42) MilkTestAct
AmendedSOR1969(631) (RSC1952,Chapter180)

edical Research Councxl Meat & Canned Foods Act

(RSC 1968-1969, Chapter 27) Fish Inspection Act

Inmigration Act

o_
t=j



ADMINISTRATION OF THE PRINCIPAL FEDERAL HEALTH LAWS IN THE U.S.A.

D_X_ARTME_T OF HEALTH, ERUCATION & WELFARE

Public Health Service

Law 78-410 Public Health Service Act National Dental Research Act Mental Retardation Facilities & Community

(Title 42, USC, Sections 201-299) with National Health Survey Act Mental Health Centers Construction Act
the modifications made by the following National Heart Act Amendments of 1965
laws: NationalLibraryof MedicineAct NationalEmissionStandardAct

National Mental Health Act NarcoticAddict RehabilitationAct of 1966

Nurses Training Act of 1964 Medical Care for Indians (P.L.86-121/59)
Comprehensive Health Planning & Public Partnership for Health Amendments of 1967
Health Services Amendments of 1966 Radiation Control for Health and Safety Act
Contagious Disease Prevention Act of 1968
Drug Addicts Care & Treatment Act Public Health Service Commissioned Corp
EpidemicDiseases PersonnelAct
Graduate Public Health Training Amendments Seamen Health Service Act
of 1964 Vaccination Assistance Act of 1962
Health Manpower Act of 1968 Veterinary Medmcal Education Act of 1966
Health Professions Educational Assistance Allied Health Profession Personnel Training
Actof1963 Actof1966

Health Professions Educational Assistance Clinical Laboratories Improvement Act of 1967
Amendmentsof 1965 CommunityHealth Services& FacilitiesAct
Health Research Facilities Act of 1956 of 1961
Health Research Facilities Amendments of Migratory Agricultural Workers (P.L. 90-574/68)
1965
Heart Disease, Cancer & Stroke Amendments OTHER lAWS:
of 1965
Hospital & Medical Facilities Amendments Children's Bureau Act
of1964 QuarantineActs
Hospital & Medical Facilities Construc- Alaska Mental Health Enabling Act
tion & Modernization Assistance Amend- Appalachian Regional Development Act of 1965
meritsof 1968 ChildProtectionAct of 1966
LeprosyTreatmentAct AlcoholicRehabilitationAct of 1968

MedicalLibraryAssistanceActof1965 CleanAirAct
MentalHealthAmendmentsof1967 CommunityMentalHealthCentersAct
MentalHealthStudyActof1955 CrippledChildren'sServicesAct
Mental Retardation Facilities &Com- Health Services Act (Mothers & Children)
munityMentalHealthCentersConstruction Maternal& ChildHealth& CrippledChildren's
Actof1963 ServicesAct
Mental Retardation Facilities Constructmon Maternal & Child Health & Mental Retardation

Act PlanningAmendmentsof1963
Natxonal Cancer Institute Acts Mental Retardation Amendments of 1967



A_MINISTRATION OF THE PRINCIPAL FEDERAL HEALTH LAWS IN THE U.S.A.

DEPAR_ OF HEALTH, EDUCATION AND WELFARE

TITLE 21, UNITED STATES CODE

2HE FEDERAL FOOD & DRUG ADMINISTRATION IS IN WELFARE ADMINISTRATION VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION ADMINISTRATI05
_HARGE OF WITH SPECIAL D_,_GATION OF POW_:

Federal Food, Drug & Cosmetic Act Gives medical assistance to the needy Gives vocational rehabilitation to the

2heFairPackaging& LabelingAct handicapped
Pne Tea Importation Act

2he Import Milk Act
2he 'Filled Milk Act

_he Federal Hazardous Substance Act

m

w-
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AIi_IN/S_A_ON OF _ PR/NC/PAL FEI_ERAL[_kLTR LAWSIN _ U.S.A.

Department 'of Depa_;_mentof 'Depar%men'to_f' DepartmeSt-bC Hbusing Department of The Veteran

A_riculture .Treasury . Justice & Urban_Development .... the Interzor A.d.mlnv._.tration

Title b.2U.S. Code Internal _venue The Harrison Narcotzc Cooperatidn Agreement Water Research _ De- Provides medical care
Service (IB$) Act Law (Housing) velopment Act to veterans

Child Nutrition Act Marihuana Tax Act The Drug Abuse Control Low Rent Housing Act Coal Mine Inspection
of 1966_ Amendments of the Food Act

Drug-& Cosmetic Act of -
1965

National School Enforcement of National Food Insur- Wildlife & Fisheries Other A_encies
Lunch Act regulations under lance Act of 1968 Act

the Narcotic Law .. Atomic Energy Act of
1954 (Atomic E-ergy

Veteran's Families Federal General Safe- Commission)
Title ? U.S. Code Custom Service Housing Act ty Act of 1952

National Science

_e MeatInspection NarcoticDrugs SolidWasteDisposal FoundationAct of
Act /mport & Erport Act 1950

Act
The Federal Metal & Water Resources

_e _ Quaran- OpiumPoppyControl Non-MetallicMine PlanningAct(Water
tineAct Act Safe_yActof1966 ResourcesCouncil)

National Water
_e Deseased Animal Commission Act(Water
_-_portation Act Resources Council)

_e Virus-Serum

 Aot
t"l'J

Foreign Food Prm.

Federal Insecticide,
Fungicide & Roden-
ticide Act

Pest Control Act
, ,, . .



TABLE 11

Page 4

FUNCTIONS R_I.ATED TO HEALTH OF THE BELOW MENTIONED AUTHORITIES

Secretary of Health 1 Education and Welfare

Public Health Service

' Food and Drug Administration

Secretary of Agriculture

Child Nutrition, Schools, etc.

(Title 42, Section 1771)

Child Nutrition Act

(Title 42, Section 1784)

School Lunches (Title 42)

Secretary of the Air Force

Defense Housing

(Title 42, Section 1502, 1524)

Secretary of Army

Venereal Diseases, assistance to states in isolation of civilians

protection of member of Army

(Title 42, Section 26)

Member Water Resources Council

(Title 42, Section 1962a.)

Duties water resources development projects
. (Title 42, Sections 1962d-5_ 1962d-5a.)

Secretary of Commerce

Electronic product radiation control, consultation & liaison

concerning techniques programs, etc.
(Title 42, Section 263d.)

Public Buildings, Property & Works
(Index to Title 42)



TABLE 11

Page 5

_ecretar_ of Defense

Electronic product radiation control, consultation & liaison,
concerning techniques, programs, etc.
(Title 42, Section 263d.)

th_blic Buildings to accomodate, design, construction & alteration,
standards and functions respecting handicapped persons
(Title 42, Sections 4154, 4156)

- National Science Foundation

(Title 42, Scientific Activities, Section 1862 and Security
requirements Section 1874)

Public Health Service, commissioned officers, Sec. of HEW, or
designee, exercise authority vested in, applicability and provisions
concerning Army commissioned officers
(Title 42, Section 213a)

;ecretary of Housing and Urban Development

Fair Housing (Title 42, Index)

Functions, coordination of federal urban programs
(Title 42, Section 3183)

Public buildings to accomodate design, construction and alteration,
standards and functions respecting handicapped persons
(Title 42, Sections 4153, 4154, 4156)

Slum Clearance and Low-Rent Housing
(Title 42, Index)

Urban environmental studies

(Title 42, Section 3373)

;ecretar_ of Interior

Reports, scientific and technological research contracts
(Title 42, Section 1900)

Research (Contracts for scientific and technological research
(Title 42, Sections 1900 et seq.)



TABLE 11

Page 6

Secretary of Interior (continuation)

Sanitation facilities for Indian homes, transfer of lands, etc.
(Title 42, Section 2004a.)

1

Sewer facilities, certification, adequacy, treatment

(Title 42, Section 3136)

Water resources research programs
(Title 42 Index)

Wildlife and Fisheries, Federal General Safety

Act of 1952, Title 30

Solid Waste Disposal, duties, etc.

(Title 42_ Section _2_2)

Secretary of Labor

Electronic product radiation control, consultation & liaison

concerning techniques, programs, etc.
(Title 42 Section 263d.)

Health Research facilities application for grants to contain
assurance as to wages

(Title 42, 292d.)

Hospitals & other medical facilities, grants or loans for construction

and modernization, rates, wages, laborers, etc.

(Title 42, Section 291e.)

Juvenile delinquency prevention and control, rehabilitative services,

labor standards, authority respecting
(Title 42, Section 3843)

Member Mental Retardation President's Committee

(Title 42, Section 2661)

Secretary of Nav_

Quarantine, vessels for quarantine officers

(Title 42, Section 98)

Venereal diseases, assistance to states in isolation of civilians

for protection of naval forces

(Title 42, Section 26)
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Page 7

Secretary of State

Air pollution prevention and control foreign countries
(Title 42, Section 1857d.)

National Science Foundation, international cooperation & coordination

Secretary of Transportation

Motor vehicle emission inspection programs, grants to, certification
(Title 42, Sections 1857f-6b.)

Secretary of Treasury

Child Nuatrition Act, certification of amounts to be paid to states

(Title 42, Section 1775)

Electronic product radiation control, samples of electronic products

being imported

(Title 42, Section 263h.)

Motor vehicles, emission standards, admission into U.S.

(Title 42, Sections 1857f-2)

Public Health Service, narcotic addicts, requiring government

departments, etc. to purchase addict manufactured commodities, etc.
(Title 42, Section 258)

Surgeon General, Public Health Service, report, studies &
investigations, narcotic drugs to supply U.S. medical and scientific

requirements

. (Title 42, Section 242)



TABLE 12

COUNTRIES NATIONAL OR FEDERAL CODE OR BASIC LAW

ANTIGUA Laws of Antigua
Title 27 - Public and Medical Health

Chapter 276 - Public Health Regulations
1957-1959

ARGENTINA

BARBADOS Laws of Barbados

Title 52 - Public Health

1954

BOLIVIA Sanitary Code

Supreme Decree No. 05006 of July 24, 1958
With modifications

BRAZIL General norms for defense and protection of health

Law No. 12312 of September 3, 1954
National Code of Health

Decree No. 49974-A of January 21, 1961

CANADA

CHILE SanitaryCode

DFL No. 725 of December 11, 1967
DFL 1003 of 1968 modified

COLOMBIA Sanitary Code

Decree Noo 1371 of May 27, 1953

COSTA RICA Sanitary Code

Law-Decree No. 809 of November 2, 1949
With modifications

CUBA

ECUADOR Sanitary Code

. OfficialRegistryNo. 78 of September4, 1944
With modifications

..o continued
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COUNTRIES NATIONAL OR FEDERAL CODE OR BASIC LAW

EL SALVADOR Sanitary Code of August 30, 1930
With modifications

UNITED STATES Code of the United States
q

OF AMERICA Title 42 - Public Health and Welfare

USC 1964, ed.

GUATEMALA Sanitary Code
Decree No. 1877 of September, 1936

Modified by Decree No. 2438 of October 1, 1940
and other subsequent modifications

GUYANA Public Health Ordinance

Chapter 145

HAITI Code of Hygiene,
Public and Social Services - 1954

HONDURAS Sanitary Code

Decree No. 75 of January 5, 1967

JAMAICA Public Health Law

Chapter 320

Statutory Instruments

MEXICO Sanitary Code of the United States of Mexico

of March 1, 1955

NICARAGUA Law on Public Health Protection

of March 27, 1926

PANAMA Sanitary Code

. Law No. 66 of November10, 1947
with modifications

... continued
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COUNTRIES NATIONAL OR FEDERAL CODE OR BASIC LAW

PARAGUAY Organic Public Health Law

Decree No. 2001 of June 15, 1936

' PERU SanitaryCode

Law-Decree No. 17505 of April 18, 1969

DOMINICAN Health Code

REPUBLIC Law No. 4471 of December 29, 1956
with modifications

SURINAM Health Service Law of 1938

with modifications in 1955 and 1958

TRINIDAD AND Health Code

TOBAGO Public Health Ordinance of 1917

Revised in 1950

URUGUAY Organic Public Health Law

of January 9, 1934

VENEZUELA National Health Law No. 20846

of July 11, 1942
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STATE AND PROVINCIAL SANITARY CODES AND BASIC LAWS

COUNTRIES STATE OR PROVINCIAL CODE OR BASIC LAW

· ARGENTINA

San Juan Sanitary Code

Law No. 2553, 1961

E1 Chaco Sanitary Code

BRAZIL

Ceara SanitaryCode

Decree No. 522, March 28, 1939

Minas
Health Law No. 4098, March 23, 1966Gerae s

MEXICO t
t

Durango Sanitary Code of the State of Durango

May31,1950

Hidalgo Sanitary Code of the State of Hidalgo i

July13,1934 El
r

Mexico SanitaryCodeof the Stateof Mexico t

May23,1930 I
i

Oaxaca SanitaryCodeof the Stateof Oaxaca

February11,1933 j
r

Queretaro SanitaryCode of the State of Queretaro t

January9,1959 ii
,t

San Luis de Sanitary Code of the State of San Luis de Potosi 1

. Potosi DecreeNo.74,Januar_3, 1944

Tabasco Sanitary Code of the State of Tabasco

October23,1957

Yucatan SanitaryCodeof the Stateof Yucatan

May23,1931 ]



TABLE 13

FIFTEEN SUBJECTS COVERED BY REGULATION, RANKED ACCORDING TO THE
VOLUME OF LEGISLATION

(Legal Provisions Issued in the Period 1948 through 1968)

I. Organization*

2. Control of drugs and narcotic drugs and pharmaceutical
establishments

3. Control of foodstuffs and food establishments

4. Organization and control of health professions

5. Control of communicable diseases

6. Environmental sanitation and water supply

7. Medical care, medical care and rehabilitation establishments

8. Manpower education and training

9. Veterinary medicine and zoonoses control

10. Mental health

11. Control of cancer and other chronic diseases

12. Nutrition

13. Maternal and child health and school hygiene

14. Vital statistics

15. Inhumation, exhumation, and transportation of human remains

16. Other

* Organization includes the establishment and organization of public

t and semi-public institutions and agencies, and the assignment thereto

of powers and duties.

(1 = largest volume)
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CRIMINALTABLESON PUBLICOR INDIVIDUALHEALTHINCLUDEDIN _ _ _ _

EXISTINGCRIMINALCODES _ ._ _ ,_ _ o S _ _.o
DrinkingWater _ _ _ _ 8 o _ o_o_ _____ _

Contamination o_ _rird_i_ water for public or private use x

Contamination of water to be used in foods or for public

aonsumption x x

Pollution of water to be used in foods or for public consumption
X x

Adulteration of water to be used in foods or for public
consumption x

Pollution of drinkinm water makinm it injurious to health x

SDoilin_ of drinkinR water makinR'it injurious to health x

Hazardous pollution of water to be used in foods or for
publicconsumption x x

'Unhealthful adulteration of drinking water to be used in foods or

forpublicconsumption x x

Hazardous contamination of water to be used in foods or for

publicconsumption x x x x x

Dangerous spoiling of drinking water to be used in foods or for

publicconsumption x x

Hazardous pollution of drinking water to be used in foods or

forpublicconsumption

To storeorholdfordistributioncontaminatedwater x

To throw object or substances into reservoirs, natural water

courses,makingwaterto be used for drinking injuriousto health x x x x x x



·F' dl e
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J"' ' .... i

CRIME TABLES ON INDIVIDUALOR PUBLIC HEALTH INCLUDED IN m

EXlS INCC I INALCODES o

Spreadof dangerousdisease X]

, j,,, .

' X
Spreadof contagiousdisease X

Intentionalspreadofdangerousdisease X X X
-- ' ""' . , , t.,.,

m

Intentionalspreadof contagiousdisease X X
, ,, .,, , , , ,

Causingof epidemicsby the spreadingof !X_pathogenic Rerms , . X X

Violation of the ordinances estal_lish_d by the competent au-

thorities to inhibitthe introductionor spreadof epidemic_ X X X X X X
J'" , .1

Violation of the ordinances established by the authorities
to inhibit the spread oF_an epidemic or
_angerousdisease X

,J

Infraction of the regulations established to inhibit the
introductionand s_readof contagiousdiseases X X X X

j,,
I

Infecting, of other persons with syphilis, or venereal disease _ X

Knowingly exposing other persons to the risk of contracting
syphilis or venereal disease X X

,_ , , ,,., , , . L...

Infecting intentionally or maliciously with a dangerous

communicable diqenqe X X X,, , L ,m , u., __.

Intentional innoculation of an incurable or deadly
disease l

Note: Canada includes in its Criminal code the infecting of a person with a venereal disease and
abortion among the offenses against person and reputation.



TABLE 16

CRIMINAL TABLES ON INDIVIDUAL OR PUBLIC HEALTH INCLUDED _

Clandestmne manufacture of narcotmcs or
drums whmch contazn them X X X X

Illegal or unlawful manufacture of narcotics or

dru_s which contain t_hem . X X I

% Manufacture of enervating drugs without meeting the
Xreeulrements Df health regulations ..

_lantlng, cultzvatlon or harvesting of seeds or plants
_hl_h have the _tu_ o_ a_ enervat_n_ dru_ X X

Clandestine planting and/or harvesting of plants from
X

whlch narcotics e_n be made .,

Illegal or unlawful planting and/or harvesting of plants

from which narcotzcs can be made ,, X

Clandestine introduction of alcololds or narcotics X X X X

Illegal or unlawful lmportatlo n or _ntroduction of

_nervatln_ dru_$ X X X X

Illegal or unlawful exportation of enervating drugs X X X

'c_andestine introduction of plants or seeds which can be

.used to prepare enervatzn= dru_s X

Traffzc or trade in narcotics by unauthorized

persons X X

Trafflc or trade zn narcotzcs or enervatine dru=s
111_o. 11v nr ,,nl._F,,11_ X X _ X X X X

Traffmc or trade zn seeds or plants which have the
nature of_enerva_inm drums X

Traffic or trade _n raw opium or opium that is cooked

or prepared for smokin_ ...... [... X
Traffic or trade in enervating drugs Without

fulfill_nR the requisites of hca%th regulations X

Trade in cocaine, opium or derivatives X J

Traffic zn substances which degenerate the race or feed vices

whzch pozson the individual and have been the object of X

express declaration in international conventions

Possession or storase of nar=o_ica hv uaau:horiaed _eraorm

wzthout le_timate .justification X X X X XI

Clandestine supply of narcotics of an_ kind X [. X X

Supply of narcotics in violation of the law I X X X

Supply of narcotics by authorized persons without I
I

SUDDiV of narcotics by unauthorized persons X X

Supply of seeds or plants which have the nature of

enervatin_dru_s X

Provide location or establishment for the preparation of
enervatln_ dru_ X

Provide location or establishment for the use of

enervating dru_ , X X X

_nstlgation, induction or assistance in the use X X
of narcotics

., ,,,, , ....

Propagamdm for the use of substances noxzoue to the he41th

or of chemical products to feed vices which poison or cause
_he _eReneratlon of the race ...... X

Illegal or unlawful possession X X X X X X



, ,m
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CRIMINAL TABLES ON INDIVIDUAL OR PUBLIC HEALTH INCLUDED IN · _ o _ _ _ _ _
EXlST NOCRIMINALCODES o! o.r

Goods, Objects or Substances

Intentional preparation of products in such a way that the ir
normal use or consumption is dangerous to health

- - X

Unauthorized preparation of noxious or forbidden

substances or p_oducts ,,, X X X X X X

Authorized preparation of noxious substances harmful

to healthwithou_ the.formalitiesprescribedby law X X

Unauthorized preparation of chemical products which

could cause great d_mage . . X IX X
,,,, ,, ,_ , , ,,

Unauthorized traffic in substances or products harmful to

.health, preparation and traffic in which is prohibited X X X X X X X

Authorized sale or traffic in substances harmful to health

without the formalities established, by law _ X X X X

Traffic, offering for sale or distribution of goods injurious

, to healtb with concealment of the.ir injuriousness X X

-Unauthorized sale or trade in chemical products dr products

whichcanproducegreatharm X X X

Sale, offering for sale or supply for consumption of
falsified substances

X X X

Sale, offering for sale or supply for consumption of

adulterated substances X X X

Sale of articles of p_ime ne_gssitM_hich, are damaged, adulter-
ated or altered or or a quallEy _m:rereng from that agree_
unon or advertised X

Adulteration of things intended to be sold X X

Poisoning,pollutionor corruptioninjuriousto healthof

substancesintendedforpublicuse X

Sale,offeringfor saleor supplyfor consumptionof

corruot..subs_ance s X .-
Importation, traffic or suppiy of products whose naturai or
orobable consumption or use maM be in_urious to _ealth X



TABLE 18

roodsubstances i .
Manufacture substances injurious to health which are
intended as foods X t

Manufacture of food substances which are injurious to health 1

Manufacture and sale of food products without

necessary apthorizatxon X

Manufacture of products intended for consumption with I

unauthorized _rocesses or materials X i,
I

Violatxon of leg. prey. in the prep. of water or soft drinks X. L

Sellln_ food products in a state of decomposltlo_ X X

Selling o_ rotten substances X X_

Sale, trade or distribution of altered or falsified !
food substances that are injurxous to health Ii

Sale, possession or distribution of altered food or
medicinal substances X

Sale, trade, possession or distribution of substances injurious

to health intended for consumption X

Traffzc, distribution or possession of damaged food

substances X

Trade, possession or distribution of products manufactured

with illegal materials or processes X

Maxntalning in storage or for distribution poisonous

food substances X

Maintaining in storage or for distribution adulterated

food substances X

Gzvlng false information on the label or container

.of food products X

Trading or placing for sale as genuine food substances which

_re not gen._.,pven though theF may not be xnjur, to kealtk_ ...... ,..:..!.. .! X

Producing scarcxty or inflated prices of food artxcles by

gxying false information or by fraudulent means X X

Corru_tlng food substances I X

Adulterating food substances X X l

Falslf_xng food substances ...... X

Alteration of medicinal-food substances X

Poisoning food substances X X X,,.. ,,

Contaminating food substances X

Falsifying food substances in a manner injurious to

health X

Alteratxon in a manner prejudicial to health of
f

food substances X

Pomsonlng in a manner dangerous to health of food

substances intended for publxc use or consumption X X

Adulteratxng _n a manner injurious to health food

_ubstances intended for public use or consumption X X X

Alteratxon with any mixture injurious to health,

food or drink intendedfor public consumption ,, _ _ X X X[

Adulteratmon injurious to health of foods or drink intended

for public consumption X X

Falsxf. mn3urious to health of foods or food substances

and drinks _ntended for public consumption X· a

Dangerous contam_natlon of food substances X

Trade or provision of adulterated food substances X _ X

Trade or provisxon of falsified food substances X X X

Alteration of the qualxty or nutritive value of food articles X
or substances intended for public consumption
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CRIMINAL TABLES ON INDIVIDUAL OR PUBLIC HEALTH INCLUDED IN m _ oo _ _ _ _

EXlSTINOCRIMINALCODES o °

Medicinal substances i _ _ _ _ _m _ _ m _ m ,._' o _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _

Prep. of therapeutic products which are injurious to health X

Sale, delivery or distribution of medicines injurious to -' -
health,concealin_theiriniurbousness. ............ X X ...... X X

_ale, display for sale or delivery for consumption of
corrupted, adulterated or f_l_fied qubstances _ X

Sale or possession for distribution of damaged or
m]tered m_dicinal mlhstanae_ .......... X X X :X X

Sunplv of damaged or deteriora_ed, me_cin__l _uhst_nce_ .. X X X ... X

Shipment without legal or regulati_nal formalities I.. X

Sale or shi[mentof medicinalsubs.withoutmedicalprescription X X X
Sale or shipment of medicinal substances which do not ....

conform to the medical prescription X X X X X X
Sale or shipment of medicinal substances' which do not conform ....

to the medical Drescrip.t_on in a manner injurious to health X X
Sale or shipment of drugs or medicines injurious to health

without a doctor's prescription or

alteringtheprescription X
Sale of medicinal substances in quality or quantity"
otherthanthatadvertisedor contained X X X

Sale or supply of medicinal substances in a form other than that
_eclared or patented in a m_nner inburious to health ......... X X iX
Sale of falsified or adulterated medicinal substances

in_uriousordangeroustohealth X
I

_aleof substancesdangeroustohealth X

Trade, supply or storage of medicinal substances which
aredangerous X

False informationon labelsor containers X

Poisoning' or adulteration dangerous for health of ....

medicinesintendedforconsumption X X.,

Poisoningof a medicinalsubstance X

Corruption, adulteration or falsification of medicinal

substances X

Falsificationor alterationin_urioustohealthof X
medicinalsubstances

,,,,,-

Falsification or dan_ergusadulterationof medicin_a! substances X

Substitution of medicines dangerous to health ..... X

Substitutionofmedicines X


